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Preface
America is witnessing a remarkable and prolonged surge in job creation. While the economies of other countries have been stagnating or
merely crawling forward, this country's economy is bounding ahead. In
Europe they call it "The American Miracle."
The Reagan Administration can claim some credit for this remarkable
performance. Policies designed to encourage risk taking and hard work
have provided an important stimulus to the process of economic expansion. But the roots of America's success go deeper than thatfortunately
for all of us the country's underlying economic health does not depend
primarily on who occupies the White House. Rather, the driving force has

been a phenomenon that is characteristic of Americaentrepreneurship.
There is something about America, and rtmericans, that leads to inventivehess, to risk taking, and to a determination to find better ways to
provide goods and services. The result is jobs and growth.
Despite the critical importance of entrepreneurship to our economic
well-being, there is a surprisingly por understanding of it among Washington lawmakers. Likz apple pie, er:ryone agrees it is a good thing. Yet
debates and decision', on Capitol Hill indicate that many politicians have
only a passing understanding of the process of entrepreneurship and what
is needed to stimlate it. They can be forgiven for this, at least to some
degree, however, because researchers have generally not done a very good
job at providing the political process with the information it needs to
understand entrepreneurs, and thus develop the policies needed to encourage these complex beings to become even more active.
In an effort to rectify this deficiency, The Heritage Foundation and the
National Federation of Independent Business, America's leading small
business organization, decided to hold a one-day conference at which
economists, businessmen, business historians, and politicians would meet
together to discuss the .fature of entrepreneurship, what it means to the
process of economic growth, and what policies help or hinder the entrepreneur.
This publication, made possible with the generous assistance of NFItl,

records that day's discussion. The papers and discussion provide the
politician, the businessman, and the informed layman with a rich body of
information and insights. The book is a valuable primer for those wishing

to understand the nature of entrepreneurship and essential reading for
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those who have to make political decisions affecting the nation's entrepreneurs.

Edwin J. Feulner, Jr.
President
The Heritage Foundation
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Introduction
Why did Heritage and NFIB organize this conference on Entrepreneurship in America? Certainly conferenrcs about entrepreneurship are
not unique. In fact, they are quite the rag t. these days. So why this
conference? Or, as an entrepreneur might say, what is the market niche?

What are we doing that is different ... or, better than anyone else is
doing? The answer I think consists of two partsthe audience and the
topical focus -which when rolled together with an extraordinarily knowledgeable group of speakers creates something rather special.
To date conferences on entrepreneurship have been largely directed to
academic audiences. Occasionally, businessmen have been introduced to

vary the paceeven a journalist or a trade association type here and
there. But on the whole it has been academics. Morc specifically, it has
been academics in business administration and related fields such as
management, talking to audiences of academics in business administra
tion and related fields. If that weren't narrow enoughin the discipline of
ecc mics, supposedly a closely related field, the entrepreneur has largely
been ignored. In fact, the last time the American Economic Review, the
journal of the American Economics Association, devoted any significant
attention to the topic was 1968. And as for political science, sociology, or
public choice, ... well, let's say the term "entrepreneur," when used at
all, has probably been used pejoratively as frequently as not. Thus, not
only have eltrepreneurship conferences in the past largely been confined
to academic audiences, those conferences have almost exclusivdy been
the purview of a small group in the department of business administration.

The audience today is different. The audience is the public policy
apparatus of official and unofficial Washington. It is a key audience the
entrepreneurial parade has thus far largely passed by. My calculations

indicate we are nearing the end of our second decade of the current
entrepreneurial outburst, though public policy is only beginning to recognize it and attempting to devise means to prolong it.
It is not as if information exchanges are unknown. Washington's public
policy apparatus witnessed one White House Conference on Small Business under President Carter and will see another in 1986 under his successor. Some legislation favorable to entrepreneurs and small firms has been

enacted; it required argument and information. This I grant. But the
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public policy apparatus, particularly the entrenched apparatus. doesn't
understand the entrepreneur; it only knows that the United States has
experienced severe ecomnic problems over the past several years while
possessing the nagging suspicion that by a return to our entrepreneurial
roots the course may change. The result is that while entrepreneurs are no

longer alien to Washington, they certainly rcmain strange beastsnot
quite clean, not someone you would really want at the dinner table, but
someone you had better not ignore.
The new audience implies discussion of topics different from those of

other meetin s on entrepreneurship. The topical link today is entrepreneurship and public policynot traditional topics such as management of
entrepreneurial endeavor or direct research findings on venture capital
Yet, this public policy link is not entirely new either At least three (if
today's

participants have authored or cdaed vohunes tying thc two in

some manner. But what is topically unique about this entrepreneurship
conference in contrast to others is the systematic exploration of broad
subject matter which hopefully will help develop a frame of reference for
peopie dealing with public policy Lsuesa frame of reference allowing
them to better analyze a policy's impact on entrepreneurial endeavor.
That brings me to two themes which underlie the conference. The first
is that we have chosen to address broad issues of entrepreneurship and
public policy rathe, than nal-tow ones. For example, we have chosen to
discuss the role of the entrepreneur in American competitiveness rather
than something as specific as international c )nventions on intellectual
property. We have chosen to discuss the exiAence of entrepreneurial
o.)portunity from an historical perspective rather thor the propriety and
ehiciency of the Small Business Administration or the Mbority Business
Development Agency. We have chosen to discuss the demographics of
entrepreneurship and the implications of failure rathet than imposition of
a flat tax.
At the heart of the matter, entrepreneurial development must be a
national priority. But it ,:annot and will not ever be the sole priority or
even the paramount priority. Therefore, unless or until the broader perspective of the rolc played by entrepreneurs is understood and appreci-

ated, it will be difficult to reasonably sort, categorize, prioritize, and
otherwise analyze specific policy issues affecting entrepreneurs and their
activities.
The second unifying theme is the focus on small entrepreneurs. Most of
us associate entrepreneurship with ownershir and or..;ration of new or
small businesses. Frequently, that is an acct. .te impression. However,
not all small firms are entrepreneurial. Some small businesses have not
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changed in forty years nor will they change in the ncxt forty. That doesn't
make those businesses valueless to thcir owncrs or socicty, but it does not

make them entrepreneurial either. Conversely, large firms or units in
large firms can also demonstrate entrepren;urial characteristics. There is
even a new term for Ich activity"intrapreneurship"--although Arthur
Lipper, publisher u Venture Magazine, colorfully argues that entrepreneurship in large firms zan't cxist unless every employee wcars a ski mask.

But once that disclaimer has been offered, it should bc understood that
entrepreneurial endeavor in ncw and small firms will be our target.
iThere arc several reasons for narrowing the focus to such a theme.
First, a parochial rcason; we can't rover everything and NFIB's primary
interest is smaller firms. In this regard, we appreciate Heritage's forbearance. Secend, entn.l.ireneurial endeavor in smaller firms not only produces economic gains, but has enormous and often visib.c ramifications
for social mobility and national temperament. If not morc prevalent in
small firms, thcsc effects can often bc more visible and dramatic. And
th:rd, smaller firms are where the current public intcrcst lies, if for no
othcr reason than more people arc trying to become entrepreneurs today
than have ever tricd before.
To discuss Entrcprcncurship in America at this conference, we: thought
it important to do morc than "round up thc usual suspects." Instead, wc

have attempted and I think succeeded in bringing together a distinguished group of people r ho are capable of exploring many idcas in morc
than a routine manner. Most are not novices to Washington. Yet, thcy are
sufficiently detached from thc daily routine that constitutcs our lives, so
that thcir perspective is more attuned lo appreciating thc role of entrepreneurs over ycars rather than appreciating thcm from onc szt of unemployment numbers to the ncxt.

John Sloan
President
The National Federation of Independent Business

Session 1:
The Demographics of Entrepreneurship
David Birch describes his rtsearch on the nature of job creation in
Amcrica and Europe. He ncies that thc American cconomy is characterized by a mmarkablrhigh ratc of business start-ups and turnover, and
that small f rms are tic cnginc of job creation.

Commentator: Tow Gray

"In each country thc contribution that thc crop of ncw business firms
makes to thc larger job creztion pattcrn varies considerably, and depcnds
hcavi'y on thc climate for entrepreneurship in that nation. If it is a good
climate, thc small firm gains can offset many of thc Icrge firm losses. If it

is not, then they cannot.... The '.t.y to future growth, particularly job
growth, involves establishing an environmcnt in which the small entrepre-

neurial company can floPsish as quickly as possible."David Birch

"... [S]ia businesses search for solutions morc capably than large
businesses. In many cases, thcy search better preciscly because thc market works and enforces a discipline in small businesses that says 'If you do

not search for solutios well, you dic quickly.' And dying quickly is an
essential part of an efficient economy."Tom Gray
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Dr. Maid Birch: The U.S. and international economy is going through
some very basic changes. These changes will have a significant effect on
corporate demography, hi terms of who is creating jobs, what kinds of jobs

they are creating, wher.and to a certain extent for whom. I would like
to explain the causes and implications of these changes by looking at what

has happened to the economy and then considering both where this
entrepreneurial spirit is coming from and where it might be headed.
We, at our MIT research center, started back in the early 1970s by
trying to break the economy into piecesthe individual corporations and
establishments of which it is constructed. We have been doing that now
through 1984, and have about a fifteen-year history of most of the corporations. My best gliess is we have looked at one time or another at some
12 to 15 million individual companies.
What we discovered underneath the surface of the economy was fairly
startling to us. We found a tremendous amount of turbulence and volatility. much more than we had expected. We found that the U.S. is losing
about 8 to 10 percent of its companies and 8 to 10 percent of its jobs every
year. So about 50 percent of the job base has to be replaced every five or
six years,just to break even. This means that there is great opportunity for
change. It offe..s a chance for the new ones to replace the old ones and to
change the structure of the economy in very fundamental ways.

I should note here that the word "failure" is being thrown aro
rather loosely. In fact, what is really meant is "closing," not bankrupt
About 550,000 firms close down every year, but the bankruptcy iTte is
only 50,000, about 10 percent of the startup rate. So in only 10 percent of
the cases did the person who closed owe more money than he had. In the
rest of thuse cases they had more than they owed, or at least nobody was

aggravated enough by the closing to take them to court. So in fact,
closing, a general, is financially attractive to the entrepreneur of the store
or the business. In 550,000 closings, there have been 500,000 successes
and only 50,000 failures. So when we say there is a massive failure rate,
what we really mean is massive turbulence, a massive starting and going,
and entry and exit.
Originally we thought of the changing structure as a shift from manufacturing to services, and superficially it certainly looks like that. Close to
32 million net new jobs have been addz4 to the American .onomy since
1967. But not one of them s in manufacturi9g; there are the sam.: number
of manufacturing jobs today as back in 1967 That process has worked its
way through to the degree that only about i u percent of the labor force is
directly involved in making anything, in the sense of being in a factory.
A much more accurate description of what is going on is that there has
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been a shift to higher and higher rates of innovation wherever they are
found in the economynot a shift from manufacturing to services. I call
what is emerging a "Thoughtware Economy," simply as a way of trying to

focus on the thinking content and innovation in the growth that is now
taking place.
Some of the thoughtware involves the actual invention and creatiun of
new technology, that is, the new gadgets of the so-called high technology
segment. But most people are beginning to realize now that the high
technology segment per se is actually very small: it amounts to only about
2.8 percert of the jobs in the American economy, and it is slowing down
ratite-

--..nsiderably. Its growth in the 1970s was phenomenal, but growth

in the 1980s will be much more marginal. In the 1990s the growth rate
probably will be slower. This segment probably will account at most for 5
percent of the new jobs America will need in this decade, and perhaps 4 or

5 percent of the jobs neeied in the 1990s.
Anyone who has been iV.:wing the recent history of the Massachusetts
high technology community will be startled by the extent of the state's
current problems. Computervision lost 25 percent of its net worth in one
day on the New York Stock Exchange a couple of weeks ago. And that is
just one example. There is a list of hundreds and hund eds of layoffs in the
high technology segment in Massachusetts over the lass six months. It will

be an up and down business rather than a ramp as it was in the 1970s.
Much of the dynamism.and innovation is taking place in some of the
more traditional sectors of thc manufacturing economy. We were very
surprised to find the degree to which young entrepreneurial companies
are growing and flourishing in what looked like stagnant old industries
We did a study of the so-called high technology segment of the economy. We quickly generalized that to what we call the high innovation

sectora sector where a great deal of growth is found and growing
companies are doing their thing. We found very high concentrations of
rapidly growing companies in steel, textiles, clothing, bicycles, retailing
very unusual sectors in which to find entrepreneurs. Unfortunately, in
those segments the entrepreneurs coming up are being offset by massive
losses coming down. So the net growth in industries such as steel appears
to be stable or declining.
Most of the net growth is coming from the application of technology to
create new services that have no hardware product. These include computer software, data base companies, finance, education, applied communications, consulting, health care, new forms of insurance, new forms of
distribution, new forms of hospital managementall sorts of new activi-

ties. And these companies are no longer just "taking in each other's
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wash." They are exporting in a very significant way. Joan Spero, President Carter's Trade Ambassador to the U.N., has looked at the numbers.
America is exporting about $60 to $70 billion wt,rth of thoughtware, for a
net positive balance on the order of $30 to $40 billion, offsetting some of
the merchandise losses that are being experienced.
The final step in this trajectory will be the increasing role of telecommunications anal computers, padicularly the fifth generation computer.
This will render obsolete many of the people now gaining jobs in the high
innovation and thoughtware sector. The trend is well under way in engineering, medicine, chemistry, financial services, and the high technology
segment itself. The Macintosh computer can be produced at the rate of
one every 27 secondsand only 100 people are involved in t' 't operation.
It is a highly productive, highly efficient, highly non:abor intensive operation. We just completed a major survey of the large insurance companies
in Connecticut. These firms were large creators of jobs during the 1970s,
but their employment will be stable or declining in the 1980s and 1990s as
the machines come in and take over many of the clerical and management
functions in the insurance industry.

These changes will have a significant effect on the structure of the
corporate world. There are tremendous opportunities for innovation in
corporate formation. Barriers to entry are very low in the thoughtware
sectorit shows in the entry numbas. In the 1950s, America started up
about 90,000 new companies. By 1965, it was arow..1200,000. By 1975, it

was 300,000, and it is now well over 600,000 and has been since about
1981. That does not even include partnerships and the newly self-employed. My 'Jest estimate is we _have about 300,000 new self-employed
and another 400,000 new partnerships-starting every year.
So there are perhaps well over a million new entrepreneurial activitit
of some sort each year. As I pointed out, this is beginning to affect job
creation in the economy. In our initial study back in the 1969 to 1976
period, we found that the group of businesses employing up to 20 was
creating about two-thirds of all net new jobs, the 0 to 100 employees group
was creating alsout 80 percent, and those businesses four years old or
younger were on a gross basis, creating about 80 percent of the new jobs.
We have since looked at the 1977 to 1981 period and found that the group
employing 0 to 100 actually dropped in terms of itb share in job creatiOn.
But the Small Business Administration (SBA) looked during the 1980 to
1982 period and found that small businesses were creating over 100
percent of all new jot Those of over 100 employees lost about 1.7
million, while those under 100 gained 2.7 million for a net of one percent.
Since 1980, 6 million jobs have been added to the U.S. economy. During
f
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this same period, the Fortune 500 companies lost 2 million. The Fortune
500 actually declined in absolut terms.
I have ma& a rudimentary stuuy of the individual Fortune 500 compa-

nies over time. They are a fascinating group to watch in terms of the
economic history of the United States. They are enormously volatile.
About 30 percent of the Fortt.le 500 in 1970 did not exi.t as corporltions

in 1981. In fact, as I look at the numbers, the odds of a Fortune 500
company vanishing are only 2.5 times less than those of a young startup
company.

One thing to understand about this small business phenomenon is dr t
it Is not evenly distributed in several aspects. First of all, it is not evenly
distributed over time. We have begun to realize that that is largely the
function of the activity of large corporations rather than the small corporations. Whcrcas small corporations are fairly steady job creators, the
large corporations as a group are very volatile. The Fortune 500 sector
goes up in the late I S'70s, then drops in the 1980s. It will go up in some
other period. And as the large corporations rise and fall, the small business share tends to be very volatile, going anywhere from 50 to 60 percent
up to 270 percent, de pending largely on how well the larger corporations
are doing.
The phenomenon is also cot evenly distributed over space. It is not true
that small corporations are creating jobs equally in all places. In fact we
tend to find that the older the place, and the more it is in transition, the
larger the small business share of new jobs. In newer, younger places, such
as Tampa, Denver, and 3rlando, the opposite is true and the larger
corporations tend to &minate.
Austin, Texas, has become particularly Eneresting to me. In terms of
jobs created there, Austin ranks in the top 10 percent of growth areas in

the United States. Yet if you rank Austin in terms of jobs created by
corporations headquartered in Austin, it is in the bottom 10 percent. That
is to say, practically all the jobs in Austin are being created by corporations headquartered somewhere else, whose branches are growing in Aus-

tin. Very little of it is indigenous growth from small corperations in
Aust in.

The phenomenon also varies a great deal across the economic sector
Turning back to our high technology study we find an enormous variation
in the ratcs of innovation across sectors. Somc of the established industries have very high rates, such as steel, textiles, and clothing. There are

also very high rates in some of the services, but low rates in others.
Generally there is enormous variation from one part of the economy to
another.

o
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And as noted earlier, the phenomenon is riot evenly distributed across
companies within a sectoi. In fact we found tlt most small businesses
created relatively few jobs and that in fact it is only 12 to 15 percent of the

smaller corporations that emerge and grow rapidly the Apple Computers, the Hewlitt Packards, the Control Datas, the Wangs, thc Digitals, the
Data Generals, the Computervisions. These few arc responsible for most
of the jobs created hy smaller corporations.
I call this elite group of companies the "entrcp.i,neurial" companies
because their goal from the very beginning is to create a significant
number of jobs. And I call the other ventures "income substitution"
companies. The latter group arc companies that are started for the purpose of obtaining independence, freedom, and thc ability of the proprietor
to provide his income and to be his own person. But these firms arc not
conceived for the most pail as bcco 'ling ten titnes bigger than they were
when they started. In fact, most of them stay at their original size or that
achieved in the first few years.
We have just completed analyses in several other countries, startin,
with the b ;iness addresses of individual companie.s. We studied each
business a2.1ress in Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Canada in the last
year or two to see if the United States is special ur difl erent or just like
everybody else.

I think the answer is that tne US. is special. First of all the det,ree of
turbulence here is much greater than it is in most other countries. The
Dutch turn over 1 or 2 percent of their comppnies every yearthe U.S.
turns over 8 or 10 percent. The U.S. is also differe.:t in terms of the
pattern. We looked at t:ic United Kingdom, for instance, and found that
small businesses create jobs in fact they arc the only creator of jobs in
thc United Kingdom, with the large corporations sufiering massive losses
in many c.zes.
France is another good example. Between 1975 and 1983 small corporations created 50,000 jobs. But large corporations lost 750,000 jobs for
a net of minus 700,000. That is a typical European puttern from what we

have observed in Belgium, Holland, England, and to a certain extent,
Germany.
Sweden is a little different and interesting. Small businesses grow quite
well in Sweden. But as soon as they show any signs of life at all, they arc

acquired by larse business. So small establishment gam th in Sweden is
rat:ter significant, while the small enterprise growth in Sweden is insignific,..at. Only 10 or 12 or 14 percent of the jobs arc created by small
enterprises in Sweden.
Canada is an interesting example with a different pattern. Small busi-
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nesses create many jobs in Canada. Large corporations also create a
significant number of jobs in Canada. And therc is a big trough in the
middle. It is apparently very hard to get from small to large in Canada. In
fact, while 12 to 15 percent of American small businesses grow rapidly,
only 3 or 4 percent do so in Canada. There is a trap in the middle that the
Canadian companies do not seem to be able to get through, as happens in
the U.S.
The formation of smaller firms is very important in all these nations,
but growth varies considerably from nation to nation. In the United States
the ability of young companies to grow offsets declines in the larger ones.
In most of Europe the small gain does not offset the decline at all.

The- bottom line is that the opportunity for small firms to form has
never bccn greP.ter in perhaps the last 150 years in terms of the economic
climate. Most cournries are experiencing significant rates of formation,

while the experieno; of the United States is nothing short of extraordinary.

In each country the contribution that the crop of new firms makes to
the larger job cre.2tion pattern varies considerably, and depends heavily
on the climate for entrepreneurship in that nation. If it is a good climate,
the small firm gains can offset many of the farge firm losses. If it is not

then they cannot. And that seems to be the pattern. The key to future
growth, particularly job growth, involves establishing an environment in
which the small entrepreneurial company can flourish as quickly cs possible.

The Europeans arc flat on their backs from a job creation point of view.

They have created one million jobs from a base of 105 million in the
1970sthe U.S. has created 20 million jobs from a base of 67 million. So
we created 25 times more jobs proportionately than they did. I have not
looked at the recent figues, but I think Europe has lost all its 1970 gains.
France alone, during 1975 to 1983, lost virtually all the jobs the entire
Common Market created between 1970 and 1980.
The permanent structural unemployment rate in the Netherlands is
something on the order of 25 percent, if you compute it the way we would

in the United States. It is more than 30 percent in Belgium, and it is
anywhere from 14 to 17 percent in Britain, depending on what period you
look at and how you measure it.
The causes of these differences wuuld involve a long and fascinating

discussion. Some of my European friends would say, "If government
would just change the rules, Europe would be creating jobs like mad." But
when asked, "Well, why don't you change the rules?" the answer seems to
be, "We like the rules the way they are." When aked, "Why do you like
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the rules the way they are?" they say, "Because it is the way we feel about
our country." Then the reason why the rules are not changed is clear, and
the reason why the marginal tax rate for most entrepreneurs in Sweden is
85 percent, and the reason why 60 to 70 percent of the economy of the
Netherlands goes through the government. It is almost a complete reversal of the U.S. system. It is because the Europeans have cultural attitudes

that go much deeper than the rules. In particular, they have a very
different attitude toward failure. The U.S. is far more tolerant of failure
than they. If you fail in Europe you are socially and economically ostracized. You just do not have a second chance. But you can fail here and do
quite well. I have a banker friend who will not make a loan to anybody
who has not failed once.
There is a totally different attitude toward risk taking and failure in the
ti S., which places great social stature on the entrepreneur. Somebody
who has tried and failed is better in U.S. eyes than somebody whc has not
dared to try, whereas in Europe it is just the opposite. Only 1.7 percent of
the graduates of Dutch universities ever end up in a small business, but 75
percent of the graduates of the Harvard Business School end up in a small
business within 10 years. There is a totally different attitude toward the
role of the entrepreneur and a cultural acceptance here of the entrepreneur, which adds up to a different set of rules, based on these deeply held
attitudes toward what an acceptable life is and what a career is all about.

Dr. Thomas Gray: It is true that the business world is characterized by
change. When we look at the American economy frum the small business
standpoint, we see business expanding and contracting, being born and
dying at rates that are much larger than most of the public realizes. If you
look at federal statistics you will notice that almost all the data generated
are net change data, so you never see gross births and gross deaths. What
you see is net change, and net change turns out to be fairly small. But the
small change hides the facts. It is like the slow-moving hands on the face
of a clock. Behind the face there are wheds turning at very rapid speeds.
Two further points emerge when we look at business formation. One is
that the world is characterized not only by change but by disequilibrium.
Most economic policy has been based on economic analysis that focuses
on equilibrium solutions. Those solutions impl that there is an optimum
solution, and that if we just look hard enough we will find it. But it may be
that the world is bestharacterized as being in continuous disequilibrium.
The issue is not one of an equilibrium solution but of a continuing search
for a solution. Most business people have to move fast just to stand still.

Tastes change, demands shift, competition finds new techniques that
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lower costs, and innovators innovate. Each change forces an 1,7ustmer'
if a business is to survir It is only the shP:tcomings of economis'.. and
policy analysts that have prevented the development of dynamic models
to look at that continuous adjustment process in a more productive way.
Fortunately the profession is aware of that, and it is working to help solve
that problem.
The second point I want to make is that the market works. This is not a
statement that is easily accepted in most of the world. Nevertheless, it is
true, and small businesses search for solutions more capably than large
businesses in many cases precisely because the market works and enforces
a discipline in small businesses that says 'If you do not search for solutions well, you die quickly." And dying quickly is an essential part of an
efficient economy.

Let me develop that argument further. Small businesses are often
denigrated simply because they are small. We tend to associate small in
the business world with a number of things. We think of small firms as
firma that use casual labor, use less specialized resources in general and
less capital per worker, and are shorter-lived and less stable than larger

firms. And we consider all of these things as less desirable than the
conditions in large businesses. My argument is that, from the standpoint
of adjustment, ail of these condi''ons may be aids to speedier adjustment
in situations where the small business is facing rapidly changing demand
situations. In fact, I would hypothesize that small business is often organized specifically to be able to make rapid adjustments. Small businesses
may specialize in situations where they have to make adjustments in order
to survive.
There are a number of important implications for policy that follow
from this. One of the economic implications is that small firms do things
differently from large firms by choice, not by accident. If they do not do
them well, they leave the market rapidly. As both David Birch and I can
attest, the number of business deaths is 8 to 10 percent of the population
in a given year.
Another point is also related to David Birch's work. It is that, in terms

of net changes, there is about a 3 percent increase in the number of
establishments each year. That 3 percent net growth in the number of
establishments has held up over the last eight to ten years, startin; with
the 1969 to 1976 period that David measured and going through the work
that the SBA has done from 1976 to 1982. The 3 percent growth hides the
fact that 10 Percent of the firms or establishments die each year and more

than 10 percent are born each y.ar. There is a tremendous dynamic
change going cm behind the scenes. Why are there such large numbers of
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births and deaths? And why is this true in good times and bad? As David
mentioned the proportion .)f job generation due to small businesses varies
over time among other things, but it is always related to a large amount of
change.

Why should that be? First, there is a short-run issue: How do small
busi tesses adjust in a world where they have a fixed plant and equipment?

My argument here is that small businesses make their adjustments by
organizing their existing resources in a different fashion than large businesses.

To understand the implications of this, conceive a world' for a, minute
that is different from the one I have been talking abouta world that is a
stable place in which firms face very stable demands.
What does a business person do in a situation where he faces a stable
demand that he can predict over time? He tries to build an optimal size
plant, where the average cost of producing a given unit of output is as low
as possible. Big businesses try to do the same thing, of course. And once
these large firms get that plant built, there is very little doubt that they
can produce at a lower cost than small businesses. In economist's jargon,
we say that these optimal-sized plants have been built to capture "scale
economies" related to size.
So how do small businesses exist in an industry where the large businesses clearly have scale economies available? How can a small business
systematically compete over time when a big business can underprice
them?

The answer is that, while the big businesses shoot for an equilibrium
pof ftion where they are manufacturing at the lowest possible average cost,
in a real world setting they do not reach that goal very often because the

real world is rarely in equilibrium long enough for them to be at tha
optimum point. In fact big businesses may often produce at a point away
from that optimal point, at a much higher average cost than ir.,...nded.
Now small businesses may never reduce costs as much as large firms,

but they tend to organize resources in such a way as to enhance their
flexibility," their ability to shift output over wide ranges at relatively
constant costs. George Stigler first toted this ability back in the 1930s.
So although big businesses theoetically can produce at lower cost,
small bwinesses can adjust their out, at over a wider range of outputs at
relatively constant cost. It turns out that, since big businesses do not
produce at their optimum ?oint, and small businesses can adjust over a
wide range, production seems to organize itself in many industries as a
mix of large and smaP firms. And flucteltions in output in a number of
industries are accomplished by the expansion or contraction of small
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businesses. Big bu.,:he)ses tend to try for the stable part of the market and
get as close to their optimal average cost as they can.
There is a second aspect of the question, which centers on a long-run

phenomenon--wherc an industry adjusts output by exit and entry from
the industry. In this cm; small businesses are much more capable of
entering and leaving an indust; y than are large businesses. One reason is
that, if a big business has captured full economy of scale, then virtually by

definition it has invested in specHized equipment and plant to achieve
that ideal point. It must have very specialized facilities that arc difficult
to shift to other uses. For example, in a large steel-making plant, it is very
difficult to shift to a different usage at low cost.
Small businesses, on the other hand, tenu to have much less total
capital and much less capital per worker. And they tend to have less
its
specialized capital, so if a small business shuts down, it can usuAly
capital off in a functioning secondary market in used capital equipment.

That equipment can then be put to other uses relatively quickly and
relatively efficiently. Having little capital is not a detriment from a small
business ;tandpoint, if in effect you have to move out of a market because
you arc not making a profit in the market.

The same thing can be said with respect to labor. As I noted earlier,
small business has often been criticized because it generally uses less
specialized labor than large businesses. Agair, if you arc working with
specialized capital equipment, normally you have specialized workers
oho arc expert with that equipment. Small businesses use less specialized
equipment and less specializcd wt.), kers, and those workers generally have

a wider range of opportunities available to them outside of the small
business. The opportunities may not be as high paying as they are in large
business, but there arc more of them. Thus, if a small business shuts doxn,
it imposes less of a social cost on its workers and ottstxiety because the
workers have more flexible opportunities elsewhere. Indecd, many of the

things considered detrimental abnut Anall business may well be very
useful from the standpoint of casing the adjustment process. If a small
firm is productive and is earning a large profit, it can expand rapidly. On
the other hand, if it is a losing propusition it can shift resource aut of their

current use and into some other use quEzkly. Both of those things arc
happening in the economy on a regular basis. And the efficiency of the
American economy is ultimately increased because small business can
move resources rapidly into or out of a particular production arca. That
argument holds whether we arc talking about manufacturing firms or
about the thoughtware industry. The advantage is the same.
I hope this helps to explain sorue of the changes observed by David
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Birch in various economics. The U.S. economy is more prodo,..;:.-..... than

any other because its free market capitalist institutions encourage small
entrepreneurs to make adjustments rapidly. A good deal of innovation can

be explained as small business adjustments to changes in a world of
disequilibrium where the search for better -olutions is made on a continuous basis.

Session 2
Entrepreneurship and American
Competitiveness
Israel Kirzner explains that entrepreneurship is characterized by alertness to economic opportunities. Government cannot be expected to identify opportu, :es that others do not see, he notes, nor is it clear how
entrepreneurial alertness can be taught. Competition is C.. 'ey to fostering entrepreneurship.
Commentators: Carol Stcinbach

Katsuro Sakoh

"The way to wake up America is not to spend costly resources on
expensive alarm boxes. It is to open the shutters and permit the sunlight of
opportunity to periorm its own stimulation. Opening up the economy,
eliminating restrictive regulation would stimulate alertness and compel
existing firms to stay on their toes to forestall aggressi've competition by

others."Israel Kirzner
"... [Mita'. distinguishes Europe's movement, born of economic dccimation and the realization that the coal mines, steel mills, textile factories
and auto assembly lines
never again support the work force they once

did, was the EuropearD' awareness that the jobless and the disadvantagedthose with low income, poor or outmoded skills and little
prospects for employmentshould be warmly included in this new drive
toward entrepreneurialism. Indeed, many Europeans believe they should

be a major focus of it."Carol Steinbach
"A common but mistaken impression in the Unitcd States is that the
Japanese economy is controlled by giant corm: tions. But almost 80
percent of today's total employed workers, and 99 percent of the total
business establishments, arc in the small business scaor."Katsuro
Sakoh
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Dr. Israel Kirzner: I was strap hanging iast wcck in thc Ncw York
subways, and I noticcd an ad that was trying to stimulatc intcrest in thc
Ncw York Statc lottery. It was a scrics of littic panclssteps you havc to
takc to bccomc a millionairc. Thc first panel showcd two strap hangcrs,
onc of thcm with his cycs closcd and onc of thcm with his eyes opcn. And
thc caption said, "Stcp numbcr onc is, wakc up." And thcn it procccdcd to

say, "As you arc rcading this ad alrcady, you arc ahead of thc game."
That intrigucd mc. In fact it suggested to mc that thc subtitle of my talk
might be: How to Wake America Up.
Entrepreneurship was involved in that ac: a sort of h,gh level cntrcprcncurship. It was trying to attract my attcntion to a particular message
to alcrt mc io an opportunity I might bc intercstcd in. Thc ad writer was
alrcady alert to his opportunity to wakc mc up to noticc that particular
opportunity that might intcrcst mc.
In somc sense the currcnt fermr 3t about cntreprencurship and thc nccd
to stimulatc it is a rccognition that this country is not fully awake, that it is
overlooking opportu...tics staring it in thc facc and that somcthing nccds
to be donc about it. It is oftcn said that this country seems to havc fallen
bchind in thc compctitivc race with othcr counteics who arc its rivals in

commcrc and industry. And it is suggestcd that if cntrcprcncurship
within this country somehow can bc s.:mulated it lit ould cnhance thc U.S.
compctitivc position ia thc world.
Proponcnts of this vicw often go on to suggest that entreprencurship
must bc stimulatcd by operating on two fronts. Thc supply of entrepreneurial talcnt nccds to bc increased, and it is thoaght that perhaps this can
bc donc by tcaching and eacouraging young peoplc to become entreprcncurs. Thc sccond front consists of lowering costs of cngaging in cntreprcneurial endeavors, such as lowcring thc cost of raising capital ur dealing
with labor.
These arc well-meaning vicws, hcld by thoughtful and cll-mearing
persons. Yct at least in part these views are seriously in error. Not that I

am against lowering thc cost of doing business, not that I am against
encouraging young people to be cntrcprcncurs. But thcrc i a rathcr subtic

intermingling of truth and error in thesc views that I would like, to
disenta ngle.

Lct us go back and ask what entrepremairship is and vthy it is impor-

tant. To do this, it might bc useful to emphasizc two quite different
aspccts e cconomic activity. Onc important aspect, of course, is that of
acting efficiently. Efficient economic action is a key aspeca of econumit.
endeavor. A sccond and quite different aspect of c,unumk encicarur is thc
discovery of opportunitks.
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First, what does it mcan to bc cfficient or incfficient? To be inefficient
in a givcn activity is to cngage in that activity in a wastcful manncr. It is to
usc up an unnecessarily largc volume of resources in achicving a givcn

goalor altcrnativcly to fail to achioc the maximum output availablc
from a givcn volumc of rcsourccs. To act cfficicntly, on thc othcr hand, is

to pursue goals in a consistcnt manncr that accuratcly rcflccts thcir
rclative importance. Somconc once put it this way, "To bc cfficient is to
tCll thc truth." To bc cfficicnt, in othcr words, is to act in a manncr that
faithfully rcflccts thc announccd hicrarchy of importancc with respcct to
various goals that have bccn sct. To be incfficicnt is to announcc intcrcst

in a ccrtain goal and thcn in fact to pursue a difiercnt goalor to rcfcr
back to the subway, it is to sct out to go uptown and in fact take thc
downtown train. Obscrvc that acting effickntly cannot occur without a
cicarly idcntificd framcwork of givcn goals, with rcs3cct to which truthfulncss can be ideatificd.

La us turn to thc sccond aspcct of cconomic acthity, namcly thc
activity of noticing opportunities. To notice opportunitics mcans to noticc

ncw goals worthy of pursuit. It is to notice thc availability of resourccs
that had perhaps hitherto bccn ovcrlooked, or that had hithcrto not been
availablc at all. Or it is to discover an carlicr crror in judgmcnt in ranking
the various goals. To act efficicntly is onc mattcr. To noticc oppon unitics
is a quite diffcrcnt matter. Both arc important. Both arc intcrtwincd in
actual cconomic activity. Oncc opportunities havc bccn idcntificd, thcy
must of coursc bc pursucd efficiently. In thc proccss of pursuing objcctivcs cbanently, the tcndcncy is ccrtainly to remain alcrt to the possibility
of ncw opportunitics that hithcrto had not cxisted or hithcrto had bccn
ovcrlooked.

Produccia must operatc on thcsc two fronts. Thcy cngagc in the costconscious production of goods that they bclicvc consumcrs will bc prc-

parcd to buy. In this way they tcnd, of coursc, to faithfully exccute
consumcrs' rclativc evaluations of altcrnativc products. Thc "truth" that
efficicnt produccrs tcll is thc truOt with rcspect to consumcr cvaluations.

But at the same timc producers must be akrt to thc possibilities of
pitidueing ncw goods or perhaps producing the same goods with ncw, ks
costl:; methods of production. This aspcct of business activity is, of course,

the cntreprcncurial aspect. And it ;s this alcrtncss that coastitutes thc
heart of entrcprcncurship.
Thcrc is a kcy rclationship bctwccn this notion of entrcprcneurship
alertncss and competition. We all know that competition among produccrs, though painful to those producers, is highly bcncficial to thc
consuming public. It is competition that keeps produccrs on tncir toes
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But keeping producers on their toes requires more than that they and their
competitive producers simply be efficient. It requires also that they and
their competitors be entrepreneurially alert. What keeps producers on
their toes is their awareness that others are being alert. If competitive
pressure means the pressure exercised upon producers by their being
aware that others may be discovering better opportunities of serving the
public, then clearly competition and entrepreneurship are merely two
sides of the same coin.
This notion of competition is very different from the textbook case of
perfect competition identified as a state of affairs where innumerable
small market participants exist. That is not what I have referred to here as
competition, and it is certainly not what businesses mean by competition.
And it is not the form of competition that keeps producers on their toes.
That competition arises from the pressure exercised upon producers by
their awareness that others are intent and alert on discovering new ways of
serving the public.
Entrepreneuship is the key to change. Change per se, of course, need
not be for the better. A new product is not necessarily -3etter product, or
a new system of organization, necessarily a better system of organization.

To the extent that change is desirable, however, entrepreneurship is
required to discover it not merely to discover the possibility of change but
tu discover the desirability of change and to weed out those possibilities

for change that are not in the interest of the consuming public.
In this sense, entrepreneurship initiates desirable change by the mechaism of identify ing pure profit possibilities, that is, profit possibilities that

have not hitherto ken discovered.
While entrepreneurship is thus a key factor in initiating change, it also
has a primary and crucially important role in anticipating, noticing, and
responding te changes that already have occurred or are about to occur in
the market itself. So entrepreneurship does not merely initiate, it also
responds to L.hanged conditions, new preferences, new patterns of populatiun lot..ation, and newly discovered technological possibilities that create
opportunities for entrepreneurial endeavor.

Let me emphasize that entrepreneurial alertness is not the same thing
as deliberate searcl.. Search is important, but to search deliberately ma)
.unsist of simple, efficient activity. If we know that someone has planted a
S50 bill somewhere in this room, we can then engage in systematic search.
That would not be entrepreneurial. To be entrepreneurial!) alert would be

to realize that it was a $50 bill worth looking for. The discovery or
realization that there are opportunities here that might usefully be
searLku ior is entrepreneurial. The realization that there are costjeffec-

.
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tive search possibilities is entrepreneurial. Search by itself need not be per
Se entrepreneurial.
All of this can perhaps be expressed in terms of the much maligned free
lunch. In the view of many economists, free lunches simply do not exist.
All lunches, they say, are to some extc.it costly. The least costly lunch can

be efficiently pursued perhaps, but not a free lunch because there are
none to be pursued. But this view is profoundly wrong. The truth is that
free lunches are everywhere, available to be picked up for nothing. There
are unseen opportunities that are available to be grasped. Those are the
free lunches. And it is the awareness that free lunches are abundant that

switches on entrepreneurial alertness, that gets those entrepreneurial
juices movin
What makcs these free lunches available is the perception of something

that thc competon has not yet perceived. It is those two straphangers
standing there, c . asleep and one awake. The one awake sees an opportunity that the other has overlooked. Such opportunities would not exist if

all others were fully alert. Awareness of opportunities is a part of the
competitive process whereby one competitor inches ahead of the others.
If alertness to opportunities is desirable, how can we, as a society,
encourage such entrepreneurial endeavor? How do we as a socieq encourage activity considered to be desirable? Ordinarily we do so by diverting
resources from less desirable activities toward rewarding those who engage in more desirable activities. There are goals that we as a society
perhaps may consider worthwhile, but less worthwhile than others that we
wish to encourage and subsidize. Therefore we tax the first and subsidize
the second. That is how to encourage activity. Th.c.Junch that is stimulated in this way is not a free lunch because the resources that reward the
Absidized activity are taxed away in some sense f rn the activities that

arc being given up in order to encourage the activities that we wish to
stimulate.

But what if the activity ,at we wish to stimulate is that of noticir,
truly free lunches, that of enireprencurially identifying opportunities for
pure net gain. This does not mean encouraging opportunities that society
has already noticed or encouraging the pursuit of search possibilities
identified as worthwhile. This asks a ve.-y different question. "How can we
stimulate people to be alert to opportunities that nother we nor they have
specifically recognized, but whict we z...e sure are available to be identified if we could only wake up?"
This means we cannot identify specific act;vities for subsidy. We cannot know which new lines of bus;ness call for stimlation, since if they
were known, we would not be proposing the encouragement of entrepre-
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neurial activity. Nor surely will we succeed in stimulating entrepreneurship by lowering the cost of doing business in general, or by lowering the
cost of doing business for small firms or for new firms, because we do not

know where in fact the opportunities exist. There may very well be
opportunities that small businesses can expoit and can discover. But we
do not know what they arc. We would surely wish to stimulate a discovery
at all levels wherever discovery is possible. But we as a society cannot
know in advance where those opportunities specifically exist because, if
we did, we would already be the entrepreneurs.
How do we encourage genuine discovery? We can easily subsidize
innovation and change. I understand that in the Sovict Union there is a
substantial program of incentives for innovation. But that reminds me of
ihe kinds of innovation that deans of colleges very often demand of their
faculty, new courses, new programs. Sure enough they get them. But
there is no guarantee whatsoever that such innovations arc in the interest
of the consuming public. Innovations for the sake of innovation may be
worthless or worse. So subsidizing innovation and change is nut at all the
issue. It is the innovations that arc in the public interest.
How about teaching entrepreneurship? Here I must agree with a distinguished colleague of mine who has pointed out that, if you can teach it, it

ain't entrepreneurship. What is taught may be very worthwhile. But
teaching how to start up and run a new business is not necessarily teaching
people how to be entrepreneurial. It is possible to teach useful skills for
entrepreneurs they may be worth support and encouragement and may

very well be socially worthwhile. But it should not be thought that that
constitutes teaching entrepreneurship, as tile techniques of pure discovery
simply cannot be taught.
So back to square one. How can we stimulate entrepreneurship? Perhaps the earher observations conceraing the linkage betwecn competition
un the one hand and entrepreneurship on the other may bc of some help. I
would suggest that the way to keep potential entrepreneurs awake and on
their toes is to make sure that decision makers arc subject to and that
they arc aware that they are subject to the keen stimulating winds of
competition.
This may sound like a circular line of thinking, since competition is
necessarily entrepreneurial. It sounds as if I am suggesting that the way
stimulate entrepreneurial alertness is to stimulate entrepreneurial alertness. Certainly the way to stimulate entrepreneurial aiertness is to create
an atmosphere in whieri competitors arc free to be alert and each one is
aware of that. There is nothing that concentrates the mind so wonderfully
as i.hc awareness that other: arc concentrating their minds to discover
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better ways of serving the customers' needs.
The way to stimulate entrepreneurship then is to ensure that free entry
into each and every potentially profitable entrepreneurial activity is guar-

anteed. It is to withhold protective privileges from all incumbcnt producers. So wc have almost came full circle. There is a widespread perception
that the international competitiveness of American products somehow
requires a revival of the emrepreneurial spirit. The point has been reached
where it appears that the way to revive the entrepreneurial spirit is to

foster the competitive spirit within the American economy, to refrain
from discouraging entry and entre. . eneurial discovery. Any blockage
against entry is a signpost that says "Don't bother to be alert. You might
as well be asleep here."

The way to wake up the U.S. is not to spend costly resources on
expensive alarm clocks. It is to open thc shutters and permit the sunlight
uf opportunity to perform its own stimulation. Opening up the economy
and eliminating restrictive regulations would stimulate alertness and compel existing firms to stay on their toes to forestall aggressive competition
by others. Strengthening international competitiveness implies encouraging a sense of opennessthe se.nse that there is a wide open world out
there full of $50 bills, full or cree lunches, waiting to be discovered and
the awareness that, if you do not discover them, the fellow next door will.
That, I believe, should successfully wake up the U.S.

Ms. Carol Steinbach: A. a journalist who has covered entrepreneurship
since the 1970s, I find two elements of the phenomenon particularly
exciting. First is as dynamism and the many highly creative people who
are at the forefront of des eloping new entrepreneurial policies. This has
made it an extremely rewarding subject to cover. Second, I find entrepre-

neurship an appealing and hopeful approach to making real inroads
against poverty and creating new avenues for economic growth and job
creation.
Last October, I traveled with eleven U.S. economic development practitioners to Great Britain and France to observe firsthand their emerging
ernerprise development movement. Europeans are trying desperately
hard to become entrepreneurial. They see our net job creation performance over the last decade and they salivate. And a growing number of
Europeans arc convinced that economic revitalization depends to a large
extent un becoming more flexible, loosening the rigidities th,a beset their

economic system. Maay believe that the keys to diversification and
growth rest with small firms and new enterprises.
But transforming Europe ;nto a hotbed of entrepreneurialism will not
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be casy. It involves no less than changing a traditional mindset that
devalues commerce into one where people see starting their own business
as a viable option. To succccd, it must confront a class systcm that is still
rigid; a political systcm beset by ideology and centralism; an educational

systcm that is simply not adapted to entrepreneurial training; a lack of
broad entrepreneurial support in the economy and the society, particularly from the private sector; and governments that, no mattcr how supportivc, are really neophytes in this arena.
Nonetheless, what distinguishes Europe's movement, born of cconomic

dccimation and the realization that thc coal mines, steel mills, textile
factorics, and auto assembly lines will never again support the work force

they once did, was the Europeans' awareness that the jobless and the
disadvantagedthose with low income, poor or outmodcd skills, and little
prospcct for employmentshould bc warmly included in this ncw drive
toward entrepre.a...2rialism. Indeed, many Europeans believe they should
be a major focus of It.
In the U.S., when we talk about entrepreneurs, the image is of a white
male engineer going t ) a venture capitalist to get money to develop his
brilliant high-tech idea into a product that will make them both rich and
quick But, by contrast, in Grcat Britain, the movement toward entrepreneuriaNsm comes from the poorer, distressed areas. It gets lip service

from the central government and the private sector, but very few resources. In France, the central government has created a cabinet level
department to promote what they called the Economic Sociale, and that
is thcir big cffort at entrepreneurialism. But again, it is really a very
bottom-to-top movement, based on distressed areas and unemployed peo-

ple left out of the mainstream. And that is understandable. Structural
unemployment has hit so hard there that they are hoping that, if they can
create a mindset that values entrepreneurialism in such conditions, it will

spread to the rest of society. The private sector, moreover, is hardly
involved in any of this in Europe.
We did not visit a city where we were not told by envioa Europeans
how much more entrepreneurial ic the American psyche than the Euro-

pean. And of coursc in the large contcxt this is correct. But in another
sense, we found the Europcans were a bit ahead of as. In the Unitcd
States, there has been no widespread systematic effort to encourage selfemployment among those whom the economy has left behind. And in the
isolated examples where the attcmpt has been made, only rarely arc these
efforts accompanied by the necessary support systems and by the nurturing faith that these entrepreneurs, too, really can succeed.
Here are some of the most interesting lessons we found in the Europcan
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programs:

Lesson One. European income support systems arc being transferred
into more than just a safety net against poverty. By redirecting their focus
and resources toward enterprise development and self-employ mcnt, the
Europeans arc trying to Lreate a ladder for motivated recipients to climb
out of poverty.

As in the U.S., European counzries, confront high welfare costs, a
shortage of jobs, and disincentives and barriers to work built into their
transfer system. Their response has been to Lunch a broad-scale socioeconomic experiment. The British and French programs are being run by a
conservative and a socialist government, respectively. What they do is to

permit their unemployed citizens to use welfare and jobless benefits to
start their own enterprises. In the U.K., the "entrepreneurs" receive a
weekly government allowance for one year while their fledgling businesses are ge Aing off the ground. The French approach is to offer laid-off
workers the option of taking their benefits in a six-month lump sum to use
as seed Lapital for business. Similar programs exist in other European
countries.
As of last August, the more than -13,000 Britons in the scheme were
operating a variety of enterprises. :.fost popular were building trades,
domestic services, toy manufacturing, computer services, and nut surprisingly consultants. So far, the results have been impressive. More
than 70 percent of the British firms were still in business 18 months after
start up. An early survey suggests that each new enterprise is creating an
average of one and a half jobs.
As of Mara 1984, 135,000 French had opted for the scheme. Enterprises there span the range of high teanology manufai.turing to janitorial
services. The bulk arc in the service industries, and a government evaluation suggests that between 60 and 80 percent of the cnterpriscs started
under the French scheme have stirs ived for three years.
I would say that, in the U.S., projrams of this type should be under .
taken mainly by state and local governments. The federal government's
best tol. is tO =OWr some of the prohibitions that bar demonstration
programs. Indeed, some initiatives of this kind are already in preliminary
stages. Federal legislathin in October 1984 expanded the states authority
in experimenting with Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Although the federal legislat:on did nut specify the encouragement of the
entrepreneurship alternative, it appears that all the states would need to
implement such schemes would be a waiver from the Department of
Health w.c1 Human Services. They would not need any new federal
legislation to try this. So the State of Minnesota is preparing to apply for
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waivers to adopt the British style program for some of the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children recipients. The intent is to pay them a weekly or

biweekly allowancethe format is not set- and then help them in starting the new enterprise.

Lesson Two: Large, private firms can help rebuild the economy in
communities where they must close plants or fire workers. Enterprise and
job-creating strategies, as a centerpiece of such efforts, can have a positive impact on even the hardest hit areas.
We heard the term redundancy frequently during our visit to Europe. It

is a catchall phrase to describe the factories and the workers whose
products and skills can no longer be justified on economic grounds. We
were all familiar with the scenario but we found some significant differences in the ways this nation and its employers respond. The best U.S.
firms tend to offer severance pay, relocation assistance, retraining, and
job counseling for the workers they have to dislocate. In Europe, on the
other hand, we found an exciting lesson in the emerging attempts by
European corporations to go beyond these traditional types of assistance
and stimulate job creation and new business growth in the wake of plant
closings.

The program begun nine years ago by British Steel is Europe's showcase example. In the later 1970s, the corporation embarked on a massive

industrial restructuring plan which, by 1983, was to slash 150,000 employees from its work force and to write off billions of dollars of outmoded
plant and equ:pment. To cushion the blow, British Steel in 1975 spun off a
wholly owned subsidiary, BSC Industry, Ltd. This subsidiary had a single
mandate: create jobD in steel closure areas.
At first BSC Industry focused prindpally on providing cash incentives
to recruit other large firms to the distressed steel areas, but this approach
proved Zo be expensive and not very fruitful. So the company decided to

undertake a more comprehensive effort to Trovide a broad range of
assistance to small firms and would-be. entrepreneurs. Durilig the past
three years, BSC Industry's program has been expanded to 18 steel
closure areas in England, Scotland, and Wales. The subsidiary became
independent of British Steel in 1984.
BSC Industry directs its efforts in four ways. First, it markets heavily a
new image for distressed steel communities. It refers to them as "opportunity areas," not distressed areas. And it tries to provide the psychological
climate for indigenous development and, where possible, to attract employers from elsewhere.
Second, it provides comprehensive business assistance, including loans
and seed financing, to foster the development of new businesses and to
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help assure that the existing firms survive and grow. It also has spurred
the formation of independent public/privatc partnerships to bring together a wide variety of resource :. in a unitcd effort to regenerate distressed steel communities.
Finally, and most interesting, BSC is converting many of its redundant
facilities into incubators for entrepreneurs. Its nine entrepreneurial work-

shops now house about 400 businesses that employ around 1,500.
Through the seed financing program, it has made about 800 loans to
collateral-poor entrepreneurs. Ninety percent nave been for lesc than
25,000 pounds. Overall, as of March 1984, the company had assisted
1,500 firms in creating about 20,000 jobs to replace the 150,000 that had
to end. It estimates that the total will reach about 36,000 new jobs as of
next year.
Lesson Three. Small seed finance program arc a necessary component
of successful entrepreneurship and enterprise r'zvelopment initiatives
Studies of new enterprise formation in the U.S. consistently have found
that the lion's share of ncw businesses perhaps as high as 90 percent is

started with capital drawn from the owner's personal savings and the
famous "FFA Nctwork" fricnds, family, and associates. For hightech
startups with good growth potential, the burgeoning venture capital induc
try can be a source of financing. These informal nctworks work just fine
for entrepreneurs in well-cff communities, but they arc not much help to
the less privileged. The U.S. suffers from real seed capital gaps, especially
in poorer communities.

To compensate for a lack of seed capital, the British and the French

have launched a hodge-podge of innovative, small seedfinancing
schemes. Some arc run by the government; some are run by the private
sector. Similar kinds of programs in the U.S. could help expand access to
startup business capital for U.S. entrepreneurs. One of the most intriguing models we found was the informal investment clubs that are dotted
throughout France. One club, called Feminotre, has copied a model from
Afnca known as the Tontine. Thirteen women pooled their savings, and
then they spun off one of their members to start a business.
Thc Europeans probably do morc for seed capital than Americans do
The U.S. fares better at expansion capital and some of the second round
Financing. France has created some government programs that provide
money from the tax base to small businesses that create jobs. There also
arc efforts underway there to encourage private banks to prcvide somc of
these small seed capital infusions. These banks arc very different f.
U.S. banks. They are centralized, and there arc almost no local banks.
Great Britain is trying tax incentives. They have a program where private
(1
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inver_ors who make equity investments in small firms can write off the
investment pound-for-pound against their income.
Lesson Four: Entrepreneurial training programs are successful. In their
quest to be more entrepreneurial, Great Britain and France are relying
heavily on a variety of new initiatives to train their citizens to make their
own jobs. We were struck by the sheer magnitude of programs. Achieving

the lofty goals set forth for these programs will be a formidable task,
particularly in the communities hardest hit by industrial decline, where
generitions of children followed their fad -s and mothers into the mills,
mine, , and assembly lines. It may be tnat the old adage is true: that
entrepreneurs are born, not made, and that Eu pe's high hopes for
erepreneurial training will come up short.
We found elements in these programs that could be especially useful in

the U.S. It was not so much the *pc of training or curricula-- what we
offer does not differ greatly in kind. The lessons stemmed from the
magnitude and variety of enterprise training efforts, particularly the
willingness to experiment with financial mechanisms and policy support
by government, and from the attempts to in egrate trairng with other
economic development programs. Finally, ant1 most important, we could

learn from European efforts to target entrepreneurial training to the
unemployed and to distressed areas.
Lesson Five. Small enterprise workshops are a use.-ul tool. The U.S. is

no stranger to business incubators. In recent years, a number have
sprouted up in urban, suburban, and rural communities. Briefly, these are
the workshops that re individualized space to entrepreneurs to run their
businesses within a complex where many other small businesses are also
operating. They share common facilities and services, and they generally
have on-site managers and other professionals who can offer either free or
low-cost business assistance and psychological support.

The extensive experience with workshops in Europe -particularly in
Great Britain where the concept is highly refined could be transferable
lo the U.S. Europe not only has more workshops, but the Europeans have
developed some sophisticated models. They are also experimenting with
many new concepts.
Several features of the European workshops were especially impressive. First was the establishment of workshops in redundant industrial
communities, distressed areas, and public housing projects. The second
was the desire to use existing buildings and facilities for workshop complexes. The third, and most interesting, feature was the willing.iess to
allow work spaces to be used for pre-business product development. Some
workshops now include spaces for freelancers, for people who want to
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work on a project-by-project basis, and even for people who arc trying to

re is
develop their hobby into a profit-making enterprise. Finally.
clearly a belief in Europe that work spaces can be more than 1ply
attractive supportive places to work. In what is a relatively new de
pment in the workshop concept, some communities are trying to create
complexes that offer a broad range of amenitiesboth for tenants and to
attract community residems and tourists. Some, for instance, have spacc
for retail outlets, restaurants, common exhibition areas, a library, a park,
and a museum. This is all in the workshop/work space.
Le.sson Six. Some of the European efforts to regenerate closing businesses have been successful. Not II businesses fail because the marketplace no longer demands their goods or services. Poor management, temporary capital shortage, retirement, cr voluntary closure by the owner all
aecount for a gnificant percentage of the companies that annually cease
operations. A variety of efforts is underway in Europe to regenerate still
solvent business of all sizes. France, for instance, has developed programs
to regenerate closing businesses by converting them to co-ops. One program dispatches a "relay manager" to an ailing industry, and the mission
is to turn the firm into a co-op within six months and then leave behind a
team of workers to manage it. A second program seeks to mak co-ops
from healthy enterprises where the owner is retiring or dies with . heir to
take over. This is a particularly important problem in Europe. Francc,

Great Britain, and the other nations experienced a rash of business
startups immediately following Worii War II, and now France estimates
that as many as 60 percent of the companies, small and mid-size businesses, will confront the owner retirement question in the next five years.
These then were some of the most intriguing programs we saw. We
came to believe that many would I. transferable to the U.S. and could
help to stimulate enterprise deve:Jpment within our own entrepreneurhl

culture. Some may be especially lielpful in extending the benefits of
entrepreneurialism to those who traditionally have been left out of
U.S. economic ni..instream or who were left behind by economic and
demographic shifts.
Dr. Klasuro Sakoh: Japan is not very popular these. days, especially in thc
U.S. Congress. Once vie.wed as a nation of purposeful, innovative, hardworking people, Japan i now seen as something of an economic pariah.

The main reason for this change in aaitude, it seems, is that Japan has
been too successful ecanomically and too competitive in the world mar
kct. It is important la remember, however, why Japan's economy and its
industries are successful and competitive today. It is in large part because
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of the actions of the U.S. government following World War 11.

Under the U.S. occupation, Japan's traditional feudal society collapsed, the old leaders were pprged, and old economic orders, such as
Zaibatsu cartels, were dissolved. In short, the Japanese gained unprecedented individual freedom. And for the first time, practically any Japanese citizen, regardless of age, class, or family background, could venture
into business and succeed. Not only did established businesses prosper

under fresher and younger management within this freer environment,
but thousands of new enterprises, such as Honda. Yamaha, Sony, and
Suzuki were born.
Even though tnousands of n3w companies were born in this new environment, many of them did not survive. A few survived and today arc
huge, internationally known co,i'orations.

A common but widely held misconception about Japan is that its
economy is controlled by giant corporations. But, in fact, almost 75
percent of all employees work in small companies that make up 99.5
percent of Japan's total business establishment. Small businesses arc

p

defined as those with fewer than 300 workers in the case of manufacturing, fewer than 150 in the case of wholesale trade, and fcwcr than 50
employees in services and retail. These numbers indicate that Japan is
very much a small business-oriented country ar.d that these small bumnesses are the main source of jobs and economic vitality.
In the last ten years, roughly seven million new workers entered Japan's
labor force, and nearly 90 percent of them arc employ
small busi-

nesses. Moreover, most of today's large and successful companies in
Japan were started through garag^ entrepreneurship. Those cntreprcneurs, or innovative young managers, made the Japanese economy extremely dynamic and competitive after World War II. Whether or nut
Japan will be able to maintain high growth depends on whether or
small and new companies will be able t- play an important rolc in its
economic future.
Through deregulation, privatintion, and incentive policy, the Japanese
government is trying to create an economic environment favorable tv. the
establishment of small busir.esses. After all, it was the growth of small

businesses after World War 11 that set the stage for Japan's rapid economic development.
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Session 3:
Entrepreneurship amd the Political
Process
Congressman Thomas DcLay draws from his experience in both thc
busincss and political worlds to arguc that thc relationship between busincss and the political system is rarely conducive to the public interest.
Businessmen, hc notes, arc not slow to usc government to rcstrict compctition, thc lifeblood of the entrepreneurial process.
"It is a fact that entrepreneurship produces competition and nobody in
busincss likes competition. Barbers and doctors and taxi drivers do not

want compctition. That is why wc have licensesto keep people from
competing with them. Industry does not want competition. That is why
Japanese motor bikes carry a 45 percent import tariff. Unions do not
want competition. That is why trucking has not been completely deregu

lated...."Congressman Tom DcLay
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Congressman Thomas D. De Lay: In his fantastic ncw book, The Spirit of
Enterprise, George Gildcr tclls thc story of many of Amcrica's grcatcst

cntrcpiencursmcn likc J.R. Simplock, whc invcnted thc frozcn frcnch
fry and has bccn supplying thc bulk of McDonald's nccds for twcnty
ycars. Simplock did not havc tariffs protccting his business. Hc did not
havc inccntivcs coming from thc fcdcral govcrnmcnt to cnticc him to get

into business. But hc also did notuntil probably thc 1950s or 1960s
havc abusive taxes sucking away his capital. All hc had was a spirit for

winning and a spirit for making moncyand that wondcrful thing that
sccms to bc lost ar.rund hcrc, thc profit motivc. He had that profit MOINC
and hc was a wiridcrful human being. And just rcccntly hc has put a S23
million investmcnt into thc computcr businessat thc agc, I think, of 72.
An Amcrican succcss story, and thcrc arc thousands and thousands of
thcsc succcss storics.
I -1.o not claim that my own story is a success story. I do claim to bc 2.

busincssmana small busincssman. I am in thc pest control businessI
chcckcd the books last wcckcnd, and I am still in the pest control business.

I graduatcd from thc Univcrsity of Houston with an cducation in tiiology
and chcmistry. My fathcr said I was to bc a doctor. Aftcr graduating, I
dccidcd that I would not bc a doctor, but a bachelor's dcgrcc in biology
and chcmistry is not vcry uscful.

So I wcnt to work for a pcsticidc formulation plant. Wc supplicd
agricultural chcmicals and fcrtilizers for thc pest control industry in a fivc
statc arca. Within two ycars, I was runnhg Rcdwood Chemical in Houston, about a S3 million business. But my boss would not pay mc what I
thought I was worth, so I bought a truck and wcnt into thc pcst control
busincss.

Thc busincss turncd out well, but-I rcalizcd that as I was getting into
thc ERA.). ;less, govcrnment rcgulation and govcrnment taxation wcrc hold-

ing me back from devcloping my business And then, in 1977, thc "nvironmcntal Protcction Agcncy mandatcd that all pest control operators bc
liccnscd. But liccnses rcstrict compctition. Wc fought that; wc lost.
That mark mc angry, so I decidcd to get involved in politics. I ran for
statc rcprescntativc in 1978 and was thc first Republican cvcr cicctcd in
that county.

During that timc I fought with my own industry. Thc industry that
fought ikensing of pcst control operators realized that licensing was a
grcat way to kecp others from getting into thc busincss. Wc went from just
having to take a simplc liccnsing tcst to whcrc the industry dcmandcd fivc
ycars' cxperiencc beforc an applicant could cvcn takc thc test. That would
kecp the scrvicc technicians working for thcm for at least fivc ycars bcfore
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thcy wcnt into busincss and Inca= compctition.
Aftcr that I ran for Congrcss. And hcrc I am in Washington. It has bccn
quite an cxperitncc, but I think my story tclls you why I did all this. Why
did I gct into busincss? To makc a profit, to fccd my family and cream
jobs and ad thosc things that cntrcprcncurship brings. Was it bccause of
govcrnmcnt encouragcmcnt? No. Nobody came over and askcd mc it I
wa.iwd to gct in thc pcst control busincss. Was it bccausc of govcrnmcnt
protcction? No. In fact, it was probably just thc oppositc. At that timc, thc
pcst tantrol industry was not rcgulated by govcrnmcnt. Or was it because
of govcrnment bailouts? No.

In my cstimation, govcrnmcntespecially thc govcrrancnt wc have
had for thc last 30 or 40 ycarshas bccn mom .esponsibk than anything
for stifling growth in Amcrica for inhibiting cntrcprcncurship. Licensing
-ad protcction has bccn particularly harmful. It is a fact that cntmprcncurship produccs competition and nobody in business likcs compctition.
darbcrs and doctors and taxi drivcrs do not want compctition, and that is
why wc have liccnscs to kccp pcople from compcting with than. Industry
does not want compctition and that is why Japancsc moto, bikcs carry a
45 perccnt import tariff. Unions do not want compctition, and that is why
trucking has not bccn completcly dcrcgulatcd and why thc Davis-Bacon
Act has bccn prcscrvcd.
We all know that lcgislation and policy making on any govcrnmcnt
Icycl takcs a vcry short timc, whilc cntreprcncurship takcs a vcry long
timc. Silicon Vallcy and Routc 128 did not bcgin fivc or six ycars ago,
whcn thcy became famous. It took dccadcs. And it also took World War
II, which gavc an cnormous shot in thc arm to both of thosc arras. It takcs
a treat dcal of timc to build thc resourccs and conr.cctions for bank...i,
and salcs channcls and other commercial infrastructurc. Unfortz.nately.
thc world of making lcgislation and policy runs on a short timetable-them must be quick rcsult This scvcrcly inhibits cntrcprencurship. r;ovcrnmcnt is always bchind thc timcs, and it is aiways disruptivc.
Morc succcsscs in cntrcprcncurship inevitabb mean morc failures.
Whcn thcrc arc morc succcsscs, it is because thcrc arc mom people trying

and a numbcr of thcm arc going to fail. But some failurc must bc tolcr
atcd. Somctimcs it shocks pcoplc, but bailouts are not the answcr, bccausc
bailouts do nothing but put unfair compctition on thost. industries that arc
doing a good job. The U.S. must rccognizc thc frecdom to fail as wc11 as
thc frccdom to succccd. And through failurc, peoplc succeed.

What I urgc you to do is to support those of us who truly belicvc in
cntrcprcncurship and thc frec markct system. Thcre is a deficit problem
th-a cvcrybody . focusing on, and somc pcoplc will bc pushcd off the
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fence on the side of cutting the deficit. There are going to be some really
tough decisionssome affecting small businessmen. The Small Business
Administration is one of *hem.
But while the deficit is a problem, it is also an opportunity to change the
direction of the government. It is an opportunity to establish what the true
functions of the federal government are and to get rid of or reform those

functions that are not. If that is not done, America will never-have as
many J.R. Simplocks as it potentially could bye.
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Session 4:
What Motivates the Entrzpreneur?
Robert Broekhaus analyzes the characteristics of the entrepreneur,
noting that they tend to have a problem-solving style that concentrates on
the short term, and that most ale not high risk-takers. Moreover, he notes,
people tend to be pushed into entrepreneurship 'ay dissatisfaction with
their existing situation, not drawn into it.

"For the most part, people do not start a business because they have
invented the perfect mousetrap ... Rather they have been pushed into it
by some other factors. Indeed studies show fairly consistently that about
60 percent of the people who start businesses make the decision to start a
business before they make a decision about what the product or service

will be."Robert Brockhaus
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Dr. Robert Brockhaus: This morning, as I was flying up from Orlando, the

plane flew along the Florida coast. I could look right down along the
beach where the waves breakbut could not see waves breaking. There
was apparently nothing dynamic about it. The foam was there, but from
the airplane, 34,000 feet in the air, I could not see the movement of waves.
The ocean looked static.
This reminded me that maybe some of us are too far r -loved from On
entrepreneurial process. We look at it in macroeconomic terms. We think
of entrepreneurship as a large encompassing area, and we talk about the
economic good it does the country and the culture. But sometimes we
forget that if we get really close we see entrepreneurs coming in and going
out, just as we see waves along the beachindividual wave in, individual
wave out, individual entrepreneur in, individual entrepreneur out. We
need to keep in our minds that the entrepreneur is indeed an individual.

Entrepreneurship is not a mass. It is mad,: of collective numbers of
individual entrepreneurs.

We have heard about the failure raws of entrepreneurs and small
businesses, but it is important in this regard to realize what entrepreneurs

risk in their endeavors. Should the venture fail, the entrepreneur will
alms.t certainly suffer severe financial lossesin most cases he will have
personally guaranteed loans to the business, so that financial loss will be

borne by the individual entrepreneur. This car. be devastating to his
future standard of living and have major emctional consequences. In
addition, the entrepreneur prcbably spent fitn. to ten years of his life in the

business of being an entrereneur and now has to go back into the
workforce five or ten years behind his colleagues who stayed the.e. That
certainly is not an attractivc position to be in.

Let us take a further look at what happens when a business fail&
During the period preceding the fiaal death throes of the venture, the
entrepreneur probably spends almost all of his time, energy, and finances
trying to save the faltering business. As a result, his family suffers from
both financial sacrifices and emotional strain. The stress associated with
the actual failure could lead to such family trauma as divorce. At the very

least, he and his family are forced to adjust to a new and probably
unpleasant situation as they work to repay some of the debts that they
have incurred.
Given these risks, the potential entrepreneur probably will not enter
into a new venture unless he believes tha the effort will succeed. As a
result, he devotes himself totally to making that business z success. And
when the business fails, it is not just the business that fails in the mind of
the entrepreneur it is the entrepreneur who has failed. This means a loss
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of self-confidence that can be a tremendous blow if there is r. t some way
for that individual to reestablish his self-esteem. So it is somcthing to be
concerned about. Not all fail, of course. But it certainly happens to more
than a few.
Let us now take a look at some of the characteristics of entrepreneurs
found by researchers. First, David McClelland at Harvard has developed

a concept called "need for achievement," of which he maintains that
entrepreneurs have a high level. He further states that people who have a
high level of need for achievement also tend to be moderate risk takers. If
we asked the typical person on the street whether entrepreneurs are high
risk takers, low risk takers, or moderate risk takers, we would find that

most of them think that entrepreneurs are high risk takers. That is the
general public's image. But McClelland found them to be moderate risk
takers. They do not want tn take the big risk because that is foolish and
they know it is very likely to fail. Yet they do not take the low risk option
either because it is not challenging enough.
About ten years ago, I did some work, which has since been followed up

and replicated by others, in which e used an objective instrument to
measure the general risk-taking propensity of entrepreneurs. Using this
instrument, we foind that the general risk-taking propensity of entrepreneurs is identical to that of the range from the mean score minus the
general population. Statistically, the one standard deviation to the mean
score plus one standard devia-..ton contains approximately two-thirds of
the population. Thus most studies have found that two-thirds of the
entrepreneurs fit in that range and concluded they arc modcrate risk
takers. But, maybe, they did not recognize that one out of six of the
entrtpreneurs is at the high end, and one out of six is at the low end. They
tf.nd to ignore these groups because they are the odd ones. The maority
were in the middle. I am not stating that those who have said that most

entrepreneurs are moderate risk takers are wrong, only that they neglected to look the ends of that continuum and realize that both high
and low iIsk takers are there as well as the more moderate ones.
One of the real difficulties involved in such analysis is determining the
risk4aking propensity of an individual in a specific case. i .)1 instance, I
onct owned a restaurant. When I started the restaurant., _ did not know
what the failure rates were for restaurants. I was naive. Those of yc Tho
far w iser than I was back then would say, "Restaurants are very high
risk businesses. So he must be a high risk taker to do that." But I simply
did not know it was a high risk. But even if I had known, I would have
gone ahead because I knew that where I was starting my restaurant was

right across the street from a brand new university that had 10,000
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students, 1,000 faculty, and no cafeteria. I was locating it in the nearest
commercial building, and there was only one other restaurant nearby.
Even if I had known of the overall risk of starting restaurants, I would
have gone ahead because I had special information.
Therefore, when we try tc. determine the risk-taking propensity of an
entrepreneur in a specific venture, it becomes difficult because we do not
have a true understanding of the amount of information that the entrepreneur has to assist him in his decision. It is very difficult to measure risk
taking on an individual venture basis.
The other aspect of risk taking that is very difficult to measure is the

potential downsidein other words, what is at risk. What happens if
everything goes sour? When I started my restaurant, for instance, I was
single, and I had some inheritance money that I felt I cult4 afford to lose.
I had a very good job with Ralston Purina, but I knew I could go back to it

without any consequences. Thus, I had a relatively low loss potential.
Today, I am a full tenured professor with other sources of income that
would cease to exist if I spent a cot.ple of years attempting to establish a
restaurant again. I would be risking a lot more if it did not succeed. So we
need to look at the potential loss to the individual. It will vary individual
by individual in otherwise identical enterprises.
Another key aspect of entrepreneurship is a concept termed "iocus of
control." Entrepreneurs tend to have an "internal" locus of control. They
believe that they can affect the outcomes of events in their lives. If they
did 11.-;: hclf1 this belief, they probably would never take risks. Why would

I open a restaurant if I felt that, if people come in, they come in, and if
they do not, tnere is not much I can do about it. That is what persons with
an external beus of control would think. They would believe that there
was very litt,e they could do to affect the o. tcome of events in their lives.
Entrepre nears are more internal than the general population, and that has
been consi:tently shown. Managers also tend to be internal. An individual
does not become a successful manager if he thinks that he cannot control
the outcome of the sales or the cost of production. Both entrepreneurs and
managers are internal compared to the general population.
Entrepreneurs also tend to have a problem-solving style that is short
ter m. They want to deal with the here and now, with the concrete not the
abstract. It is their way of going about things. They normally have not
thought about the consequences three, four, five years down the road.
Even more important for entrepreneurs than these characteristics is
something referred to as "pushes." For the most part, people do not start a
business because they have invented the perfect mouset.ap and they are
going to exploit it and make millions. Rather they have been pushed into it
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by some other factors. Indeed, studies show fairly consistently that about
60 percent of the people who start businesses make the decision to start a
business before they make a decision as to what the product or service will
be. That was true in my case. I knew I was going to start my own business.
I did not know what it would be. I just knew I was going to do it.
Dissatisfaction with a previous job is a pi imary "push" factor. Dissatisfaction can be broken down into five major components, the work itself,
the pay, promotion opportunities, relationships with superiors, and rdationships with coworkers. Of those five, snidies show fairly consistently
that the factor that they arc most satisfied with in their existing job-- in

fact more satisfied than the general population is pay. The ones that
i.hey arc dissatisfied with includL. the work, coworkers, supervisors, and
especially promotion opportunities. Often, a person makes a decision to
quit because he has been passed over for a promotion.
Another factor is displacement. We read about the Cubans and Vietnamese who have come to O.. United States and how entrepreneurial they
are. In other countries there also arc sects that arc particularly entrepreneurial. In almost every case, there is some type of displacement. We have
displacements occurring in this country wh:n General Motors lays off
people. A worker who has been employed for 20 years and suddenly finds
himself laid off through no fault of his own is determined that it will not
happen again. The only way he knows that he will not have to worry about
being laid off again is to start his own business. In the data that came out
of the recent recession period, we saw a record number of people starting
businecses. They were being pushed into it by being 1a:1 off.
Another aspect that enters into it is "role models." An individual looks
at a former co-worker and says, "If he can start a successful business, so
can I. He is not that bright, and does not work as hard as I do." And even
if the business fails, it is assumed to be because the former co-worker was
not willing to work hard, or he did not know how to get the right storc
location, or he did not price correcdy.
Family role models also arc important. If parents were entrepreneurs,
the children are more likely to try it. Even if the parents were unsuccem
ful, the children will consider it. Consider how many doctors have sons
who arc doctors and how many carpenters have sons who arc carpenters.
With any type of profession or work, the older person serves as a role
model, and relatives go into the sa:ne field.
A couple of other personal characteristics arc important. Education is
significant. Individuals who start high-tech companies probably have a
masters in science degree. Eut individuals opening a little shop tend to
have a lower than average education level. Poor education also can be a
c_j '6
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push factor. Some people get frustrated. They work for General Motors,
and they find out that without a college degree they can only go so far.
Promotion opportunities arc not there. So they !cave and start out on their
own.

A lot of studies show that entrepreneurs arc in their late 30s or early
40s. But again, the distribution of ages of entrepreneurs at the time that
they start their enterprises is very similar to that of the total workforce.
There have been some recent studies on women entrepreneurs. For the
most part, the women entrepreneurs arc almost identical to the males.
Perhaps they are better educated, and they may be from a slightly higher
social class, usually because they can get away from taking care of the
children, or their husband has enough income that they can afford to take
the risk of a business. But other than that they are similar to the men.
In 1975, I studied all businesses that had started in the previous three
months in St. Louis County, Missouri. I invited theta in to talk about
small business and to fill out somc questionnaires. I went back three years
after they had started their businesses to see whether they were still in
business. If they were, I culled them succe-sful. If they had closed, I
called them unsuccessful. 1.,mng these two rather primitive definitions of
successful and unsuccessful, I found that those who were still in business
had tended to be internal in then locus of control beliefs when they filled
out the questionnaire three years earlier. They believed that they could
and would make the business succeed. They also 1-ad tended to be more
dissatisfied with their previous position than those who were no longer in
business. Thus, they were more committed to avoid returning to the role
of employee.

One of the things that did not show up in that study three years later
was risk taking. I had thought that those who tended to be high risk takers
would have failed because they were doing some foolish things that could
not possibly succeed, while those who were low risk takers would be so
uncomfortable with it, once the) found out how risky business was, that
they would give up. But I could not find anything that seemed to suggest
that.
In my job, I do a lot of work with small businesses. I am responsible for
the overall policy direction of the Small Business DeveL, ment Centers in
Missouri. We both encourage and discourage people from starting businesses. We look for those who seem to be sincerely committed and help

them do their homework. We do not do it for them, but we help them
learn to do it on their own.
If we try to point out that their concept does not look like a very good
idea, they normally do not believe us. They arc going to start anyway.
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There is very little we can do to encourage others not originally inclined to

start businesses. Those people who do not want to go intJ business will
probably not do it, regardless of various assistance programs or government policy.
There may be something that goverilment can do to help. The easier it
is to get funding, the more rapidly businetses can grow. There is a point at
which the money the entrepreneur's back pocket runs out as the business
begins to grow. If it is not big enough for venture capital or not in the
dynamic industries that people are interested in funding, there can be a
real problem. That is where tax programs can help small businesses make
investments by sophisticated investors more attractive. I do think that the

growth rate is affected by this type of government policy. Therefore
government can affect the success rate, because often the input of outside

capital occurs at a very crucial point. If they do not get funding at that
point, they wil. never grow large enough to Fet the interest of vent;tre
capitalists and will ultimately fail.
These are some of the aspects of entrepreneurship that should be kept
in mind in considering ways that the government can assist small business
formation and growth.
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Session 5:
The Challenge of the Information Age
Ronald She lp contends that the nature of the entrepreneurial revolution has been misunderstood. To a significant extent, he says, the surge in
small business is related to what is happening in big business, and cites
growth in business services as evidence. He warns that protectionism may

soon appear in the service sector, and calls for a national information
policy.

Commentators: Robert Tollison

Laurence Moss

"As a general proposition I am very skeptical of the efficacy of the tax
system in stimulating economic endeavors. As long as a tax system is not
confiscatory- and in the United States system it is not- then tax consid-

erations do not drive investment decisions."Ronald Shelp
"There is another breed of entrepreneur in the world which.we might
loosely call a 'political entrepreneur.' I offer you the following definition
of a political entrepreneur. a political entrepreneur is someone who takes
resources from highly valued uses and puts thcm to lower valued uses."
Robert Tol I ison

"For the small business person, a trade secret often meant what we are
calling circumstantia:ly-relevant business information such as informa-

tion about how a product is shipped."Laurence Moss
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Mr. Ronald She lp: To a young person of the 1980s, the entrepreneur is
what the public servant was to my generation, the young person in the
1960s. We were inspired by a young president, John Kennedy, who made
us want to go into government. Today's generation is inr.eired by an older
president, who assures them they can accomplish more outside of govern-

mentin businessthan in government. To my generation the ..exes
were people like Sargent Shriver, the first director of the Peace Corps.
Today the heroes are young business dynamos like Stephen Jobs, the
founder of Apple Computers.
Entrepreneurial fevet is sweeping this country. The Wall Street Jour-

nal recently ran a story entitled, "On Campuses Making Dean's List
Comes Second to Makin A Profit?' Peter Drucker prcdicts that we are
at one of those histerkal turning points that come once in a hundred years.
He says that, just as thc century of laissez-faire began with the publication of Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations in 1776, and a hundred
years later the panic of 1873 gave us the century of the modem welfare
state, we are now at the beginning of a new century, an epoch he terms the
"Entrepreneurial Society."
President Reagan made the phencmcnon official a few weeks ago in
New York when he talked about this being the "Af 1/4: of the Entrepreneur." But before we get washed away with a flood of enthusiasm proclaiming this new entrepreneurial spirit to be the source of our economic
resurgence, and the solution to all our problems, we should make sure that
it reflects thc noble values that shapcd the greatness of this country.

One way to look at it is to see it as a reflection of a national mooda
mood that bespeaks an overwhelming concern with wealth and getting
rich quickly. For example, the type of television show pioneered by Norman Lear some years ago, such as All In TI,:, Family, emphasizing
working-class, family-oriented values, stands :go chance today. It has been

replaced by a string of hitsDallas, Dynasty, and Falcon Crestcentered on big business, great wealth, and the power they bring.
I must admit I found it a little disconcerting to read a survey in the
Wall Street Journal a few weeks ago about the children of successful

executives and to find that they love all thc things their Dad's moncy
buys. They want to make even more than he madebut they do not want
to work so hard for it. If these are the values of the Age of the Entrepreneur, then the apprehension of some about encouraging this tende- y is
warranted.
There is no doubt that getting rich is onc of thc reasons people want to
start their own business. But my experience suggests that making money

is not the primary motivation. Higher on the list is the desire to be
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independent, to bc creative, and to N..: the work satisfaction often lacking
in the large coyoration. This was confirmed by the late Professor Albert
Shapero of Ohio State University, who found that entrepreneurs would
not bccomc corporate managers even if they were paid five to one hundred times their current earnings. If this is true, and money is not the
overriding consideration, it suggests something about the polkies necessary to encourage the entrepreneur. Before discussing these policies, however, let's briefly examine thc kind of economy in which entrepreneurship
is flouishing one that has bccn called the information economv.
The U.S. cconomic miracle ovcr the last few ycars has not bccn lost on
anyone. It is thc envy of every nation. Europe and the rest of the world arc

scrambling to determine the reason for the U.S. succcss so they can
imitate it in their km.. ..ountries. This miracle is sccn not so much in thc
vigorous econonk growth, which hit almost 7 percent last year, but
rather in thc spectacular job creation that has accompanied it.
Approximately six million new jobs have already been created in this
decade. And few have misscd who created them. During the last recession
rortune 500 industrial companies lust three million jobs while businesses
less than tcn years old added morc than - million new employees. In other
words, most jobs arc being created by small business. And sn tall business
is perceived as being entrepreneurial. Thus the logical conclusion is that,
if small entrepreneurial business is responsible fur the (Arm ,t bourn, then
what wc need is thc right mix of policies
assure more of the same.

This part of the equation is generally recognized, but I wouder if the
formula is as simple as it sounds. Is that_ morc to this economic revolution
spearheaded by small business than meets thc eye? There arc sr,veral
crucial questions that nccd to be answered.
Thc first is. Why did this suddenly happen in the last four years? Was it
supply -side economics, deregulation, tec.hnologkal L.hangc? The answer is
that the job boom spurred by small business has nut simply erupted in the

last four years. It is the extension or a trcnd that began at least fifteen
year: ago. As David Birch has shown, 82 percent of all jobs created
between 1969 and 1976 were in small firms.
The second question is. What kind af bwinesses 3re these small firrns
invoked in? Are they, as the ncws stories might lead us to believe, thc
modernday replacement of the old manufacturing firm thc small hightech microelectronic company making silicon chips? The answer is no.
Considerably less than one-third of the new small businesses are in high

tech The great majority of those six million new jobs were created in
service firms. And the same thing happened in the 1970s. Nineteen
million new jobs were created. Seventeen million, or 89 percent, wcrc

ti
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created in service industrics. So a more accurate dcscription of the economic revolution that has changed the economy might be that for nearly
two decades small service businesses have driven the economy, providing
ever increasing shares of employment and production.
The third and final question is: Does this small business revolution
really represent a spontaneous development independent of those "stagnant" giant corporations that have dominated the economy since the end
of World War II? The answer is no. The large corporation has generated
the need foi these businesses. Often it has encouraged their creation,
supported and nurtured them. This has occurred for three reasons.

First, what some have called the "industrblintion" of the service
.ufacturing businesses
have realized that the greatest productivity improvement and cost reductions can be made in the arca they have so long neglectedthe service
function. For service businesses this is true I. .ase that is their business.
For manufacturing businesses it is truc bcause the service function
provides larger and larger percentages of their work force. Thus, both

function has been a factor. Both servke ar '

have made investments in the in.* technologies that allow improving
service functions.
Steven Roach of Morgan Stanley has noted that, in 1982, $145 billion
was invested by service firms in these new technologies, which was a 145
percent increase over 1981. T' 's has spawned new, small, independent
service firms servicing such big companies as computer software firms.
The second reason big corporations have spurred small businesses is
because they have learned that contracting outside for services is often
more efficient. Obtaining accounting, financial management, legal, pur-

chasing, and managemt..t services from outsidc instead of supplying
them from inside has led to a multitude of new small service businesses.

A third reason is because of the "intrapreneurial" thrust of big business. We all re.ad about this popular new idea to revitalize creativity in the
big corporati . But the focus has tended to be on what is done within the

ccrnpany. Examples abound in Gifford Pinchot's books, such a, Chuck
House of Hewlett Packard and Art Fry of Tandy Corporation. But we
hear less about an equally compelling phenomenon

spinning off the new

enterprise altogether. For example, two weeks ago the Boston papers
repot ted on the Boston insurance company that had spun off its public
relations department. This new independent firm was contra,ting with its

former employer for a substantially lower price than it had cost the
company before. In the process a new company was born. Tnis in essence

is extending the profit center component to its logical conclusion. The
profit center concept is given total independence.
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Thc rccognition of this rclationship bctwecn small and large firms
forces rccxamination of ihc assumptions about thc small business revolution. Truc, it has occurrcd. True, it is at thc hcart of thc cconomic boom
and thc ccntcr of cntrcprcncurial activity. But it is closcly linkcd to what
is happcning in big business. In fact as thc rcscarch of Brookings Institution analysts Catherinc Armington and Marjoric Od lc has shown, a significant portion of thc small busincsses that have bccn crcatcd in thc last
fiftccn ycars arc branchcs or subsidiarics of big firms.
Thcsc developmcnts taking placc in thc cconomy afiow us to draw sow.

gur& conclusions about thc naturc of what many tcrm thc "ncw"
economy.
First, &yen thc spcctacular job crcation in s",rvices, it is no surprise that
It is a scrvice cconomy Scvcnty-four perccnt of thc work forcc is in scrvice
industrics. But that irivitcs us to jump to thc wrong conclusion. A servicc
economy is bad cnough, but a small busincss scrvicc cconomy is worsc. It

suggcsts Mom and Pop stores. It has lcd to a long litany of distinguishcd
Amcricans making commcnts akin to that of Lce hcocca, who rccently
said that "within a fcw years our cconomic arscnal is going to consist of

:ittic morc than drivc-in banks, hamburgcr joints, and video gamc arcades."
Somc havc seizcd on thc "information" cconomy as a slightly morc
popularizc this notion in
palatablc dcscription. John Naisbitt
Megatrends. Hc notcd that, sincc 19f whitc collur workcrs havc outnumbcrcd bluc collar workcrs. Hc also said for thc first timc most of us
work with information rathcr than producc goods. Thus, he proclaimcd,
Danicl Bcll's postindustdal socicty was no longcr an apt dcscription. It
should bc callcd thc information socicty.
The so-callcd Atari Dcmocrats, who stresscd high tcchnology in last
scar's presidcntial cicction, cicarly arc morc comfortable wih information industry than scrvice industry. A ncw technology/information-bascd
cconomy associatcd with glamorous industrics such as microproccssors
and lascr bcams is ccrtainly mom rcassuring than talking about scrviccs,
but only marginally so. It is discomfiting to think of most of our work
forcc spending thcir time processing information.
Ncithcr "information" or "scrvice" is satisfactory. There is an alarming
tcndcncy to try to undcrstand thc most complcx economy evcr by simplifying it. A scrviec cconomy is not onc producing mainly luw-skillcd
scrviccs. Over half thc jobs arc found in upper Icycl scrvicc
occupations at thc professional, technical, and administrativc levcl. And
thc dominant serviccs arc busincss scrviccs.
More important, thc scrvicc economy is actually a major manufactur
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GNP
ing producer. Both industrial production and thc percentage
contributed by manuiacturing i dt an all-timc high. No1 does an ilormation cconomy conccrn itsclf mainly with producing information. Informa-

tion is uscd for what it has always bccn uscd forto supply goods,
commodities, end scrviccs. New technol vies and international economic
intebration makc information a much morc valuable ingredient, cnal!ing
us to produce morc, better, and ncw goods, commodities, and scrviccs.
In a nutshcll, then, thc American econom., is a complcx, diversified
blcnd of various categories of economic activi.y. Service prod action morc
and more rescmblcs thc manufacturing asscmbly line. Manufacturing

production more and morc involvcs service functions. Manufacturing,
service, and commodity busincsscs all involve elements of the othcr to she

extent that distinguishing among thcm is futilc.
Complicating this change is the fact the U.S. conomy has bccom:
closcly linked to the intcrnational economy. This may sccm a cliché, but
the clich6 has becn ignored whcn it comes to making policy, especially
about services in intcrnational trade.
Consider some examples. The Administration has madc considcrablc
progress in including :.ervice trade in international trade ncgotiations For
thc first timc wc may start negotiating ncxt ycar somc ncw tradc rulcs
that would covcr thc 5700 billion annual services trade thc only trading

activity still outside of the Gcncral Agreement on Tariffs and Tradc
(GATT). But it will takc ycars and yczrs to achieve. Mcanwhilc, most of
our bilateral tradc agreements do not covcr services at all, or thcy do so
only partially.
Sccond, thc Tradc and Tariff Act of 1984 and its predecessor bills in
thc past dccadc go a long way toward bringing scrviccs into the main.
stream of tradc policy. Yct anti-dumping and countervailing duty leeslation does not apply to scrviccs. So a domestic servic e. produccr does not
havc adequate remedies to dcal with foreign service supplicrs who dump
c. arc subsidized.
Third, the tradc promotion policics of government arc finally oriented
to hclping service exporters. Yet thc reccntly passed Forcign Scrvicc
Corporation cxport tax incentive maintains thc inequity that offcrs this
incentive to all industries but dcnics it to all but two service industrics
Fourth, in our rush to den.zulate wc arc mainly dercgulating scrvice
industries, such as aviation, trucking, and financial industrics, bccausc
thcy arc the ones must rcgulatcd. But wc forgct thc international implications. For instancc, takc our deregu:dee.e: trucking industry Thc US
deregulated, but trading partners to thc n4.7th and south did not. As a
result, there has bccn a flood of Canadian and Mcxican truckcrs into the
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United States. And because they have not deregulated, our truckers do
not have equal access to their markets.
As a result of all this, what is happening is foreign service trade barriers

run amok. The U.S. Trade Representative's Office has a computerized
list, several hundred pages long, with some 1,200 barriers on it. Little
wonder that the service surplus in our trade has dropped 57 percent in just
three years.
It is only a matter of time before a "New Protectionism" is going to
appear in the service sector, the very sector which up to now has been the
ore that pushed to stop protectionism. And it is not going to come because
of the barriers abroad, or because of intense foreign competition. It will
come because of the issue that 'mused protectionism in the srcur,.. ;tack
industriesthe "export" of jobs. The new technologies combining telecommunications and computers allow firms to move service production
around the world Ole same way they can move manufacturing productiononly more easily. So Citibank not only can move its service productiun for credit card processing from New York City to South Dakota, it
can move it to Taiwan, Korea, Argentina, or France.
If we fail to address these serious trade issues, we are heading down the
road to disaster.
The second area of policy concerns information. It is remarkable that
the world's greatest information economy does not have an information
policy Actually it has an anti-information policy. Recently, there were
signs of this when the Office of Management and Budget proposed cutbacks in data collection. It is not the time to be cutting back when the

information is 50 years out of date to begin with. Take the standard
industrial classification code. Classifications of the major gioups in the
code were developed in the 1930s, and there have been no significaat
revisions in the classification since. Thus leather making and tobacco are
classified as major industries. And thets; is no separate classification for
digital computers and microprocessors they are part of "electrical machinery."
Or look at other favorite indices, the Federal Reserve Board's industrial
production and capacity utilization findings. They are based on a composite relative index of importance to total production of 215 industries. But
the index was established in 1967. So declining industries, like steel, are
overstated while growth industries, such as microc .tronics, are understated.
Data collection is one function that cannot be left ent;rely tu the private
sector. Private firms do not have the capacity to do it alone. In order to
curt pete, business wants all dh . intormation it can get ou the domestic and
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international economy, and data collection is onc function that even the
most conservatiw businessman wants government engage,' 'I
'4:1 have the
It is time to develop a national information policy wl:;
simple goal of developing, maintaining, and completely u I ..ting the most
advanced data base on the U.S. and the world economics. The president
should call a White House National Information Conference to assess the

needs and give a sense of urgency. I urge foundations and the business
community to fund studies an updating the data base of the economy
This process should focus on the economic indicators. They need to bc
update?. In particular, the undue emphasis on an industrial economy
needs to be corrected.
The third critical policy arca is tax policy. Fiscal policy is the single
instrument of publ:- policy most often embraced as essential for encouraging entrepreneurial activity. A central thrust of the current national
debate over tax reform is concern over how to use tax policies to direct
resources into desired economic activities. When former Treasury Secretary Donald Regan first introduced the original Administration tax reform proposal, he argued that a bias exists in the tax system that favors
industrial act7vity over service work. The Administration's solution. adopt

a tax reform p.,n that lowers tax rates and removes industry-specific
incentives. Thereby the marketplacenot the tax mechanism would
decide where investment should be made.

I agree that the tax system is slanted toward manufacturing, a bias
aggravated by the 1981 tax billwhich strengthened the accelerated cost
recovery system (ACRS) and the investment tax credit. Thus the Administration proposal is appealing. But it is not the only way to go. There are
at least two other apprGaL.hcs. One is to p. wide equity in thc tax code to
nonmanufacturing sectors. For example, the research and development
tax credit is available only to manufacturing industries This means a
computer hardware manufacturer can obtain an R&D credit for innovation, but the software designer cannot. Granting service businesses the
R&D tax credit already available to manufacturer., would bc a giant step
toward putting equity into the system.
Another way to introduce equity for services would be to grant tax
incentives for investment in human resources, the economic factor that is
to services what capital goods arc to manufacturing. One way to do this
would be to adopt another Bradley/Gephardt idea, one lost in the rash of
attention their flat-rate tax reform proposal has received. This incentive
would grant employers a Social Security tax credit for adding new employees to their payroll.
Another alternative to broad-based tax reform is to provide incentives
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targeted to specific service sectors. For example, financial industries,
such as insurance firms in the business of risk taking, could be granted a
tax exemption if they set aside catastrophe reserves. This provision is in

effect in most countriesbut not in the United States. It would encourage insurers to take risks in areas where catastrophes might occur.
While the Administration's tax reform plan intended to provide an
"even playing field" is seductive, it must be considered in light of international developments. Much of manufacturing is clearly in trouble. And
one reason is because of tax and other incentives provided to manufacturing in other nations. So before removing the traditional tax benefits given
manufacturing, the U.S. should first make sure other nation- are willing

to do the same. In the meantime, addressing the needs of the service
sector means a goal of seeking tax instruments that give .ervice firms
equal treatment.
What about the other tax reform notions, such as the proposal to
eliminate capital ga.ns treatment from the tax code? This notion has
raised a national brouhaha. Those in favor of retaining capital gains
treatment argue it would discourage new investments, while those who
faN or the change argue that other tax incentives provided in the reform
proposal would compensate for this lost incentive.
As a general proposition, I am very skeptical of the efficacy of the tax
system in stimulating economic endeavors. As long as a tax system is not

confiscatoryand the United States system is notthen tax considerations do not drive investment decisions. Perhaps the one exception to this
general proposition is the financial paper shuffling involved in the acquisition fever that dominates the business news. Tax considerations unquestionably play a role in this destructive addiction. but taxes play at best a
minor role in most risk-taking d..cisions. We certainly do not allow it te

affect our decisions in my companyalthough the tax lawyers say we
should. We make decisions on the merits and then, and only then, do we
turn to the tax specialists to minimize the tax consequences.
If taxes do not drive decision .naking in going concerns, neither do they

dissuade those wanting to start a new business. Entrepreneurs do n-t
hesitate to act because their profits, if they make any, will not receive
capital gains benefits. Perhaps the venture capitalist who funds startup
venture., may take fewer chances if he loses capital gains treatment, but it
will not cause him to stop being a venture capitalist.

Time arc many good reasons for keeping the capital gains treatment
provisions in our tax law. But the argument that re.noving them will kill
entrepreneurial activity is not one. Creative mechanisms that stimulate
capital formation for new business, such as those contained in Congress-

r
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man Charles Schumer's (D-NY) National Entrepreneurship Act, will do
morc than tax incentives to encouragc busincss crcation.
If tax policy is not a pana( za to encourage risk taking, what are thc
thing, we tcnd to focus too much attenappropriate policy tools? For

st industrial promotion activitiessome
tion at thc national level.
thirty thousand organizations altogetherare found at state and local
levels. Traditionally, these agencies have had a manufacturing focus.
More recently they have had a high-'-ch focus. Every locai organization
wants to repeat the Silicon Valley experience. In doing so, they may
attract some small firms, but that is not their intent. Jobs arc the name of

thc gameso they arc aftcr giant firms.
The ume has come for local and statc industrial development prugrams

to aim at thc small firm, especially the small service firm. They should
consider offering small companies the same mcentives given to big corporations. Why not establish a "service indutarial park" like the traditional manufacturing industrial park. Such a facility could offer serNice
firms low-cost space, te'ecommunicatioas, and other business services
essential to thcir activities.
A final policy arca needing urgent attcntion concerns adjustmcnt. Thc
United Statcs does not have a national adjustment policy today, and it
never has. This luxury is no longer affordable. Workers must be trained
for thc jobs that will doniinate a service/information economy. Admittedly, such a policy is easier to advocate than to define. But there are some
indications as to the path we should takc. To begin with, it will require thc
yen Second, futurc carccr pattcrns probably will
best cducatcd popuIi

mcan constant retraining and frequent career changes. Given these assumptions, it is timc for government at all le% els, as well as thc private

scctor and foundation community, to begin to asscss what future job
needs are likely to be and how to prepare workcrs for them. I doubt this
will be very auccessful, as the capacity to nredict change, given thc speed

at which it is occurring, is simply not up to the task.
My intuition tells me that it is thc basic skills of a literate man that will
be needed most. So thc "return to basics" movement now energizing
educational institutimas throughout thc country is particularly encouraging. But it is dismaying that this new devotion to education is accompanied by substantial federal cutbacks in aid to education. Thc cutbacks
now being proposed for federal aid to students arc especiall) alarming. If
human resources arc thc key to the future, investments in thcm must bc
increased, not reduced.
A sccond and more difficult part of the adjustment process is dealing

with the displaced or redundant worker. There wc.c five million such
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zasualties in the last recession. It is true, of course, there arc probably no
more than in past periods of service economic change. And perhaps the

personal pain and suffering caused by these dislocations will be less
because many of those affected are fifty-five or older and have adequate
retirement benents. But it is still a serious problem, especially since there
is such a high concentration of dislocation in one sector, manufacturing,
and in one region, the "rustbowl." Forty-nine percent of the five million
dislocatees wc,rked in manufacturing. 0%er half of these have not been
reemployed. And those who have been almost always have gc.ie back to
work in the same industry. Only 480,000 shifted to a new industry. This
suggests the adjustment process is not working.
But the idea that got, ernmen(should help people make the transition tu
a new job nas never taken hold in this country. The only time there has
been any support for adjustment policy was in the 1960s, when the Trade
Adjustment Assistance legislation was enacted to help workers, firms, and
communities adjust to displacement from import competition. The national debate that accompanied adoption of this progia.n raised the legitimate question. Why help those dislocated because of trade, Lat not those
dislocated due to technological change or other factors? Congress finally
adopted this trade adjustment assistance program because :t would help
the U.S. mairtain its commitr nt to free traoe. But the Reagan Adminis
tration has basically gutted this program.
Determining whether today's job displacement is trade or technologically induced is virtually impossible. It is probably a little of both. This

offers an excuse to do a., in the past and once again fail .o develop a
national adjustment policy. This would be acceptable if today's economic

disruption were i one-time occurrence that is not likely to be repeated
very often.

But it is not. With the current pace of technological change aril the
expanded int, okement of the United States in the international economy,
it will occur more not less frequently. In a short time, technology and
trade will cause -lisplacement in the current growth sector services.

Peter Drucker predicts that new technologies such as interactive computer shopping and word processors will eliminate fifteen million smice
jobs by 1995. This means the time has come to establish a national
adjustment policy. There arc many elements such a pulicy should contain.
Let me suggest two.
First, the Trade Adjustment Assistance program should be ot, erhauled
and restored. Second, serious consideration should be givcr. to adopting
the Individual Training Account proposed by Pat Choate, whereby em-

ployers and employees would pay into a fund, much like Lite Social
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Security fund, which a displaced worker could draw upon for retraining.
This is an appealing approach that gives the initiative to the employee and
keeps government out of making decisions. Finally, much can be done
outside of government, and this should be encouraged. The rctraining

programs that are part of certain union-management pacts arc a good
exa mple.

I stated earlier that the drive foi money was not the primary motivation

spurring an entrepreneur. This suggests that there are limits to what
public policy caa do to encourage it. More important than tax policy or
other inducements is the climate in which the entrepreneur operates. In
that respect the United States is and has always been unique. This is
especially true today.
The entrepreneur is respected. He has become a cult figure. Intellectuals want to spend their time with him. Gloria Steinem calls the ertrepreneur the artist of business. The media features businessmen such as
Steven Jobs and Donald Burr in the same way they used to focus on antiestablishment figures.
So we have stamped the ent:epreneur with a seal of approval and put a
premium on his value to society. This is the right environment. It is better

tInn any legislative incentives that could be devised. As long as this
auposphere prevails, risk taking will flourish.

Dr. Robert Tollison: My remarks will take off on a tangent from Mr.
Shelp's and return, at the end, to reflect on some of his policy recommendations.
Israel Kirzner defines the ent.epreneur and the entrepreneurial process

as taking resources from lower value uses and putting them to higher
value uses. But those entrepreneurs arc not the only entrepreneurs in the
world. There is another breed of entrepreneur whom we might loosely call
a "political entrepreneur." I offer you the following definition of a political entrepreneur. A political entrepreneur is someone who takes resources
from highly valued uses and puts them to lower valued uses. Many smart
and creative people, who arc political entrepreneurs, choose to work in

this town of WaAington, rather than to work in the private sector.

I

maintain that we should try to dell a these peopk. into the private sector,
where their activities have a chat, to increase GNP, rather than into the

public sector, where their creativity often leads to reductions in the
nation's welfare.
To understand how to deal with the political entrepreneur, let us examine the political proccss at the state, local, and national level in this
country and consider w' at changes l.dn we made in that environment to
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ensure that gifted people ale lot attracted into this sector rather than the
private sector. And let us consider how to ensure that the people in the
public sector arc creative and productive. How can we change the political order to achieve such results from political entrepreneurs?
I do not have any easy answers to those questions. What I say will be
controversial, and I am merely putting these ideas on the table to address
the issue. How do we get peuple in politics to be productive rather than
unproductive? And how do we keep really creative people from going into
politics in the first place?

One thing we could do is make the political choices that they have to
make more obvious and difficult. We could set up systems in which it is
nut easy for politicians to evade responsibility for the choices they must
make. For example, let us have a balanced budget amendment, and let us
have a fixed size of government in the national economy. Then, year by
year, under one oi the modified plans that have been proposed, politicians
would no longer be able to walk away from taking responsibiPies for their

expenditure decisions. If life is more difficult in the pciitica; arena,
surviving in that arena will consist uf cluing what the coastituents want. It
becomes less fun to be a politician if the work is harder and there is less
discretion. That will make politics less attractive as a power trip to smart
lawyers who seem to gravitate to the political sector.

My second proposal is that we should reintroduce !aissez-faire into
stem we currently have at the
state anu federal level is pure and simply "incumbent protection," designed to prevent entry into politics. Normally entry and turnover seem a
campaign finance. The campaign finance

good thing. In markets we consider entry and turnuv er as matching supply

more closely to the preferences of the people and what they want in the
marketplace.
The same principle works in politics. It is not a question of rich people
getting elected and poor people being barred from it. It is a que.aion of
opening up the marketplace. Let us force whoever occupies a political
office to be on hi toes and efficient and to respond to serious challenges
by people who can raise money and run against him. So I would say one
way to discourage politiLal entreprentairship is to deregulate campaign
finance.
Now let me go into the far reaches of political science fiction. We have
in thi., country a vibrant, basically free economy that is enLumbered with

a political system designed in the 1780s and 1790s and subsequently
amended. We have a bicameral legislature. We have an independent
judiLiary. We have an independent executive branch. We have two-y ear
terms in Congress. We have tv,u four-year terms for the President and so
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forth. Those features rarely change. But that is not to say that they cannot

be changed or that we might not want to think about restructuring the
system of representation and political choice appropriately for a modern
cc .omy rather than a developing economy.

I do not have any really good ideas about how to do this. There is
nothing to prevent having another house in thc legislatureelected at
large, for example. It is not written in concrete that wc could not deny
former government officials from working for firms that they regulated or
contracted with until after five years. And there is nothing to stop us from

having a larger House of Representativesmaking it a little less easy for
special interests to prevail.
I know that this sounds like a radical departure. But some attention
ought to be given to the nature of thc political process that wc have
grafted onto a very mature, vibrant economy. It is not often we do that.
Turning now to some of thc things that Mr. She lp talked about. I think
we could have a useful debate about data collection. I am probably thc
wrong person to be standing here, because my major accomplishment in
almost two years at the Federal Tratie Commission was to kill thc business
data collection program. I killed it for a simplz, r,..ason- -after looking very

hard at thc costs ,-,d benefits of the program, I coficluded that thc costs
were astronomical and thc benefits were astonishingly small. And that is
tl problem with Mr. Shelp's suggestion. It is not question of this
gove:nment walking away from all data collection. It is a question of
where is it cost effective to collect data? And what is thc dat:. used for?

More often than not, in any meeting of the relevant parties for a
national information policy, there would be some good results and some

bad. Much useful data collection would be modernized, as Mr. Shcip
wants. But thc bureaucracies would be using the funding to collect much

that is not needed. So it is a question of how much, not a question of
whether.
I believe that thc general answer about how much data this government
should collect is they should collect less. A careful look .1: the end uses of

much of what the federal data machine cranks out would lead most
serious, cost-effective managers of government to that same conclusion.
We should note that Mr. She lp extended adjustment assistance not just
to international dislocation but to dislocation because of shifts in demand
and supply curves in the domestic economy at least I think that is what
he meant when he said that a technological revolution is going to create
unemployment among service workers. So we arc talking about millions
of workers in retraining programs Every timc I have seen studies of the

effectiveness of these adjustmnt assistance programs, I am led to con-
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elude that govenanent ought to avoid them. That may sound harsh. But I
would just as soon see workers get onto the next job by themselves without
any government-imposed stumbling blocks, such as government programs
that supposedly are going to retrain them.

Mr. Shelp's remarks about education were right on the money. We
throw a lot of money into education. but the question this administration
has been raising from the start is a most basic one: Where on earth is it
going? I used to live in the state of South Carolina. South Carolina is
noted in the statistics of education "or two things. Students do the poorest
in educational measurements, and its administration expenses ratio is the
highest across the 50 states. So the principals and school administrators
arc getting fat, and the kids arc not getting an education.
It seems to me that this is similar to any government program where we

throw money vt a root cause to solve a problem. Often it is political
cntrepreneLrs who stand between the money and the job actually getting
done.

Dr. Laurence Moss: I also would like to start with some comments on Mr.

Shelp's proposal for a national data policy. I see great danger in this,
especially in terms of its negative impact on entrepreneurial aetivity.
Mr. She lp is quite correct that the majority of economists, conservative, liberal, and otherwise, have continuously emphasized the importance
of government data collection. Even Carl Menger, the founder of the free

market Austrian School, writing at the turn of this century, advocated
government involvement in collecting and disseminating business statistics. Menger thought that this '.yould improve the efficiency of the market. In addition, institutionalist" economists such as Wesley Mitchell,
ho helped found the National Bureau of Economic Research during the
1920s, empha. ; government data collection and management as a way

of smoothing uut the business cycle. At least that is what they hoped
would happen. They believed that, if business people could have equal
access to timely business barometers, they would be able to adjust their
inventories in time and not get caught in recessionary spirals.
Having placed Mr. Shelp's proposal among those of a large number of
prominent economists who support government subsidization and man
agement of business data collection, let me speak against this proposal. I
think that an essential element in entrepreneurship is the ability of entrepreneurs tu discover and act upon very particular and, to some extent,
peculiar types of business infurmatiun. This information has nut recced
enough recognition, either in academic or government circles. There is nu

easy way of describing this type of information, so my colleagues at
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Babson College and I have had to com the phrase, "circumstantiallyrelevant business information." The closest we have come to a real discus-

sion of this sort of business information and a clear recognition of its
importance is in Friedrich Hayek's works, especially in several articles he
wrote during the 1940s. Hayek notcd that one of the great virtues and

features of a ma-ket economy is that, by decentralizing dccisions and
allowing people to accept responsibility and benefit from their decisions,
individuals arc ei.couraged to focus their attention on these circumsfantially-relevant pieces of business information that would never catch the
attention of central planners. Furthermore, the prospect of profits lures
these same individuals to mobilize the information at least within their
n plans and designs. A market economy utilizes circumstantially-relevant business information to better advantage than any other economic
system known to man.
In our time, has become one of the marks of the educated man to look
down upon specialists and purveyors9r :.ircumstantially-relevarit information. You may remember the famous story about Aristotle who concluded
that women must have fewer teeth in their mouths than men. Apparently,
neither Aristotle nor any other of the philosophers thought it necessary to
look into a woman's mouth and count the teeth because that would be to

approximate thc menial labor of the slave. A'stern philosophers did not
get involved in such extensive experimentation until it became fashionable to do this sometime in the seventeenth century. Instead, they went
after aostract knowledge, kn.. v ledge of the general laws of science. Specific empirical details were just that details. This prejudice is carried
over by certain academic writers who discredit or trivialize the creative
work of ei:trepreneurs. I think this attitude is both unprofessional and
uninformed.
Those of you who are familiar with modern, neoclassical economics will

appreciate that its theory of production rests almost exclusively on a
distinction between a "choice of techniques" and a "change in technology." This distinction is a rather dramatic one, and a mastery of the
subtleties is required of all economic majors in American universities. At
any moment in time, a firm is said to have a "given" production function
and a complete menu of choices of techniques. The firm will switch from
one technique to anothe.- when relative prices vary. Over time, technology
is supposed to changeind when it changes, it does so in rather sudden
and unexpeeted ways. In textbooks on economics, the detailed description

of the processes by which new ideas become diffused is mainly overlooked. The task is left to thc busincss professors whose interest in the
market process is not as thoroughgoing as this subject requires.
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IV1 colleagues and I became aware of the importance of circumstantially-relevant business information when we investigated the Freedom of
Information Act. When we interviewed entrepreneurs, they complained

that the government reporting requirements were betraying their trade
secrets. When we interviewed Freedom of Information officers in the
executive agencies of our government, they said, "Nonsense. We don't
give out business secrets. We have an exemption under the Freedom of
Information Act that, when anybody requests another company's trade
secret, we will flatly deny the request."
So how could we reconcile thc perceptions of thc cntrcprcncurs with
t::e sincere views of the government officials? The solution had to do with
a 1,:oic misunderstanding about what was meant by trade secret. For the
FOIA officers, the notion of "trade secret" embodied mostly technological and scientific information and not marketing or related information.

For the business person, "trade secret" was broader than technological
information and meant what we arc calling circumstantially-rcfevant
business information such as information about how a product is tu be
shipped and carried.
An example from the experience of a large corporation will serve to
illustrate that distinction. Procter & Gamble once shipped Pampers diapers to Japan by Boeing 747 airp.ancs. That information was rcportcd as
the law requires on a shipper's export declaration filed with the Commerce Department. One of Procter & Gamble's competitors used its
rights under the Freedom of Information Act to request that information,
and the government FOIA officer could see no reason to deny the request.
After ail, knowledge of how Pampers diapers arc shippcs: is certainly in t
equivalent ..o some secret production formula. What harm could there be
in gMng out such a mundane piece of business information? But Procter
& Gamble was rely , on thc confidentiality of that piece of information
in order to pursue .. profitable marketing program. If the compctitors
found out they were using a 747 rather than a ship, they would realize
what a wonderfully lucrative market existed for paper diapers in Japan.
Apparently, nobody bdieved that the Japanese would throw away paper
since one of thcir customary habits was to conserve paper. So it was
assume° 'Ivit there would never bc a large market for disposable diapers
in Japan. Procter & Gamble was thc first to discover that there was. So
here was a piece of information which government officials, acting in
good conscience, disclosed. They never thought they were disclosing anything of value and yet they were. Procter & Gamble lost profits as a
result of this government disclosurThe inability of government to protect business information is one
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aspect of centralized government data collection that threatens entrepre
neurial activity in our country. This type of disclosure jeopardizes the
entrepreneurial process by redudng the incentive to discovc.. and utilize
decentralized information. To the extent that this happens, a dAinctive
feature of the market economy is undermined.
Having questioned the sensitivity of both the legislative and executive
branches of government to the proprietary nature of the entrepreneurial
process, I wish to say a fcw words about the judicial branch and to give the
judicial branch of government high marks for being quite sensitive to this
information problem. At least two court cases arc germane. The first case
was the famous Kewanee case, decided in 1973. in that case, the defendant argued that his business should be allowed to use the alleged trade
secret information that the plaintiff's former employees had taken with
them when they joined the defendant's firm. Their argument was that this
practicc should not be discouraged by law since the one who had origi-

nally discovered the information had had ample opportunity to seek a
patent and probably would have qualified. Because the plaintiff did not
pursue his patent options, his information was fair game, and employees
could bolt off and start their own business with this information. The
inventor plaintiff, having had his bite at the patent apple, should not be
given the protection of gat:. law in shutting down his competitor and
having these disloyal employees thrown out of work.
The Supreme Court did not buy the defendant's argument and decided
thc following. State trade-secrecy law that protects producers of information from ,he misappropriatioli of that information by a competitor is still
good law. In other words, the existence of a federal patent system does not

prevent the state courts from enforcing traditional .radc secrecy law.
Most important, the Suprc ate Court did not restrict it:. holding to technological information. Indeed, all types of circumstantially-relevant business information may be protected against misappropriation.
The other decision that contributes to understanding of the judiciary's
attitude toward the entrepreneurial process is the Berkey case decided by

the U.S. Court of Appeals (2d cir.) in 1979. Berkey accused Kodak of
violating the antitrust laws. When Kodak introduced the lnstamatic 110
and the revolutionary new film, Berkey :ost sales of its older style cameras. Berkey claimed that, when a firm as large as Kodak has as high a
market share as Kodak had, the large firm has a duty to disclose ahead of
time information about its new products so that other firms, such as
Berkey, could have a head start in the market, producing compatible
equipment. Kodek's failure to do this, argued Berkey, must be construed
as part of a plan to monopolize trade. The Apixals court decided that,
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even though a firm may have a large market sharc, it has no duty to
disclosc information that it has accumulatcd through kgal busincss chan-

nels. In my opinion the judiciary is much morc scnsitivc to the prorrietary conccrns of thc entrepreneur than cithcr of thc othcr branchcs of
government.
For these reasons, I wish to object to Mr. Shelp's idea that we start a
ccntralizcd data collcction effort. Unless we arc also morc sensitive to thc
importance of circumstantially-rcicvant busincss information and its protection, we may well undcrminc one of thc ncccssary conditions for suc-

ccssful cntrcprcncurial activity in our economy. Whilc aggregated busincss data may not rcvcal cirr,umstantially-rcicvant buskiess inforn.ation,
the proccss in which, say, Commcrcc collccts this information is likcly to

provc no morc assuring to thc busincss community than what has
occurrcd in thc past.

Session 6:
Is Entrepreneurial Opportunity Still
Alive in America?
Albro Martin explains that entrepreneurship is a vital componcnt of
succcssful large firms, not just small cntcrprises, and that succasful
entrepreneurs gcncrally havc served an apprcnticcship mingling with thc
crowd, and learning thc hard way what thc public wants. Morcovcr, hc

says opportunity lics all aroun 1 us and in every sphcrc, waiting ,n bc
discovered.

Commentators: Richard McKenzie
Robert Friedman

... [S:..ow me thc company that reftr.cs to rcst on hs laurelslikc
any which constantly practiccs
3-M, or IBMand I will show you a r,
14

entrcpreneurial innovation. And walla. .aose walls of such companics,

freedomjust as much as thc individual innovators can handleis
prcsent."Albro Martin
"You should expect 'paper cntrepreneurial;sm' and, for that mattcr,
Washington cntrcprcncurialism, when you introduce economic policics,
including thc rcgulation of markcts and taxation, which distort invcst-

mat decisions."Richard McKcnzie
"Virtually all initial financing for businesses in this country comcs from
prsonal savingsor the savings of friends, familia and associates. Such
financing is csskattially a bct on people, not a bet on a business plan. That

is a financing system that works very well on the wholearguably too
well in wealthy communities. But it does not work that well in low income
communities, nor does it work out well in communitics hit by firm clos-

ings."Robert FrieJman
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Dr. Albro Martin: Words are like electrical circuits. If you overload them,
they will riot, serve you well at all. We have to be sure what we all mean,
therefore, when we talk of "entrepreneurship."
To some people, entrepreneurship simply means being in business for
oneself, and generally by oneself. In other words, anybody who goes out in
a moment of weakness and buys an establishment IV; of coin-operated
washing machines is an entrcpreneur, even though he may bring to that
venture no aspect of a creative act whatsoever.
-To others it means the ability to come up with great ideas for a produc,
kn. a serr ice. Endless discussions of entrepreneurship, usually ending in
agreements to disagree, vague or contradictory conclusions, aiid finally
the inventing of new words when the traditional word would be perfectly

usable if better elucidated, are ample evidence that a more rigorous
del-Ir.:lion and theory of entrepreneurship including its ultimate role in

economic societyare needed.
Definitions of entrepreneurship usually fall into a logical trap. For
example, it is usually agreed that entrepreneurship has something pecu-

liarly to do with small businessitself a very imprecise term. Small
business, like the Broadway theatre, is the "fabulous invalid" of economic
life, it is not dead, but every body seems to be eager to predict its imminent
demise. Therefore, nu home is said to remain for entrepreneurship except
within the warm, safe womb of "big business." But any such conclusion
runs head-on into the fashionable notion that, in professionally managed
big business, nu such thing as entrepreneurship is possible. just w heeling

and dealing, maximization of short-term financial results, and always
being prepared to jump to better pickings when the going gets rough.
Entrepreneurship is clearly not a lot of things. It is not inventiveness,
the typical entrepreneur lives on the ideas of others. It is not risk bearing,

that is the capitalist's function, lnd it can be "prudent" investment or
risk-capital investment. As we shall see, thc entrepreneur may or may not

risk his own capital. If he does, it is not in his role as entrepreneur. He
dues, however, risk something that in one sense is much more important
than money: his reputation.
A better definition would be that the entrepreneur is the person who
sees a good thing product, service, or process and puts it in the way of
becoming a reality and a going business. In show business he is called the
"producer", in professional sport, the "promoter." In business, he is the
"entrepreneur," a Fren..h word that means organizer of a business undertaking.

The entrepreneur
in entrepreneurial innovation. In the words of
the late Joseph Schumpeter still the most claheaded theorist of the
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phenomenonhe is the person who "takes the untrodden path." The
social function of such entrepreneurial innovation is to fPcilitate ect nomic

growth. Economies can grow only by finding ways to produce more
"utility" from a given supply of resources. To put it less abstractly,
economic growth means a secular upward trend in the production of
socially useful goods and services per capita of the population. Entrepre-

neurship is thus a pragmatic concept. A person can claim to be an
entrepreneur not on the basis of his intentions, but on the basis of his
realizations. Failures do not count.
What are the forms of entrepreneurial innovation? Product, service,

process, and controlthose four words say it all. A better or a new
product, a service that fills some need, perhaps as yet unfelt; a production
process that involves lower unit costs, or makes a better product, cr both;
organizing triumphs to solve knotty financial, development, or marketing

problems; the ability to know how and when to merge with others in a
business for the purpose of bringing order to an industry or other activity.
The facets of such innovation are endless, as are the combinations.
But, it might be argued, surely allor mosttrue innovation is found
in new, small firms. Certain kinds of innovation are probably more at
home in small, more or less informal groups. Take so-called high-tech
businesses, for instance, in which there is little investment in fixed capital
but many long hours of brilliant, highly individualistic human brainwork.
In tnese cases, however, it is important to distinguish between the act of
invention, which is not itself innovation, and the guiding of such efforts
along paths that lead toward a coherent, viable, profit-promising business.
Innovation will be found at the heart of every successful new business,
whether it is a flower shop, a quick-food emporium, or a videotape rental
library. It had better be there, because if it isn't, the enterprise will last
only as long as the proprietor's working capital.
What is the one ccmmon essence of this entrepreneurial spark? I would
say that it is a longing for freedom, a knowledge of what to do with
freedom, and the courage to seek freedom. This is far rarer than we my
realize, and it is doubtful whether it can be inculcated where it does not
already clamor to be recognized and released. Most of us are merely
i.aitators, for which we make a fair living. Only a small percentage of us
are willing and able to take the untrodden path. That is why se much of
history is about failuresthere are so many more of them -and why the
enduring heroes of history are so few in number.
Is there real entrepreneurship in the big, diversifim bureaucratic corporations? If there is, why is it so hard to see? The answer to the first
question is, yes, although superficial differences bctween the way innova-
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tion is carried on in large and small enterprises often mislead us. It is
usually Lard to perceive in the large firm because it is bureaucratized.
This means that one of the challenges to the corporate entreprcneurial
spirit lies in the problem of getting around bureaucratic obstacles. All
breakers of new ground, _r walkers upon untrodden paths in society, have
to thrust aside a lot of obstacles that would seem insurmountable to most
of us.
The big company that does not practice entrepreneurial innovation will
not survive. Never mind that the formula for success is not published, or
the ingredients in generous supply. But show me the company that refuses

to rest on its laurelslike 3-M or IBM and I will show you a company
that constantly practiLes entrepreneurial innovation. And within the walls

of such companies, freedom just r much as the individual innovatcrs
,an handleis present. And the rewards are crick and certain, not to
mention the penalties for failure.
m_ch for theory. Where are all i7lese entrepreneurial opportnities?
They lie all around us, ba-ed upon the rapid changes that a taking place
in the way we live. Technology accounts for many. For e7Imple, the mass
entertainment market, such as movies via TV 'n the home, is in such a
state of flux that no one would bet on what . will look like ten years hence.
Billions of dollars worth of computing equipment are now in p'lce, pleading silently', "Use me." But social changes are 4.1 even more stimulating

opponunity. One of the most startling statistics bef-re us is the one
relat n to housewives cmployed full time outside the home and the
worrisone problems that millions of employed mothers face every day.

Caring for the agedor for ill of us, for that matteris a field ripe for
cost-saving ideas. All the.c-. problems and opportunities invite entrepreneurship. But the opportunities for entrepreneurial innovation are not to
be discovered by listening to some college professor or detached observer
like Alvin Toffler. A closer look at entrepren,urial innovation reveals that
the best ideas seem to occur to people who have spent their apprent...eship
years mingling with ta. crowd, noting what the crowd needs and wants.
"New business" arises out of "old business." Entrepreneurship is a matter
of building on Vi hat is !..nown and believed, not of syntaneous generation.

Dr. Richard B. McKenzie: In considering the issue of whether entrepre-

neurial opportunity is alive and well in the United States, I did some
refletling on the industrial policy literature. I went back to Robert
Reich's book, The Next American Frontier, and I discovered on second
reading that there is a good deal in that book that I can agree with.
Reich describes a phenomenon in the book which I might refer to as an
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"entrepreneurial dialectic." He charts the history of entrepreneurship in

the United States, starting with the period 1870 to 1920which he
describes as the "error of mobilization." This is a period during which, he
says, there was one .najor new invention introduced in this ..ountry about
o:

-very fifteer. monthsnot something created here, but simply ap-

plieu to the production process here. The entrepreneurial talent was one of
application and of expanding skills and operations to sizes never before
imagined. But in the process, the economy became a little bit more rigid
because it was dependent upon large-scale prodt...tion. So the strengths in
the system began to show up as weaknesses by the 1920s, because with
tremendous production power came ruinous competition. Entrepreneurs
then set about trying to mai.age the largeness of their own organizations
and markets.

These entrepreneurs began to develop managerial science, both to
manage the firm and to manage their markets. This brought on the era in
which management science became the vogue. But management sciencc
allowed firms to become ever larger and thus even more inflexible. It also
allowed people to think in terms of planning the entire economy.
This period of management science extended to about 1970, at which
point the U.S. was producing on such massive scales in such an inflexible
system that the country began to decline, primarily because the economy
was opened up to competitior from abroad and was unable to compete
effectively in normal goods markets. A.s a consequence, the w hole process
began to turn into what Reich k.alls "paper ent.epreneurialism." Profits

could not be made b, producing goods and services, so we turned to
making profits by shuffling papers. Paper entrepreneurialism is the process by which profits are created through acquisitions, mergers, tax avoidance, and tax evasions. This period of decline, with entrepreneurk.1 talent
trapped inside .arge unproductive bureaucracies, encouraged such paper
entrepreneurialism.
Becatr entrepreneurial talent is trapped in this way, says Reich, we
need a dramatic change in the economic system. In particular, he insists,
we must become more dependent on "economic democracy." Economic
democracy at the firm level will break management science's hold. Devel
oped at the larger, national level, it will break .he hold that large firms
have on policies and the direction of the economy.

It seems to me that there is a grain of truth in Rei' a's view of the
entrepreneur. But it also seems to me that his error is tl.at he muddles the

facts sufficiently to come up with thc wrong solution in his call for
industrial policies, such as planning b.ards, planning councils, economic
development banks, and the like.
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My view is that the paper entrepreneurialism, whia he says emerged
an the 1970s, was a natural outgrowth of some other forces connected with
government policies. We should expect paper entrepreneurialism and, for

that matter, Washington entrepieneurialism, when governn., .t goes in
for the types of economic policies, including the iegulation of markets and
taxation, that distort investment decisions. Whea government is opened

up to such economic control, it can be anticipa.ed that entrepreneurial
talent will gravitate toward the center of that power. Entrepreneurs understandably look upon government power as a resource they can enlist in
the pursuit of their own private motives or profits.
Thus, it should have been expected that during the 1970s much more
talent would be involved in paper shuffling and acquisitions, tax avoidance, and tax evasions. It should be no surprise that more people come to
Washington trying to lobby for special privileges -cr that many others

come to Washington tu try to defend themselves .gnst those who came
for special privileges.

The difficulty is that Reich proposes the problem as the solution. He
proposes industrial policy councils that supposedly would chart a new
cirtrse for tne P.S., but what they likely would do is hasten the decline.

The main reasv for this is that the ent.epreneur is not likely to be
represented on those planning boards and economic redevehipment banks
because the entrepreneurs do not have their political network of supplier,

and bio ers and customers to help them get the re.ards. Indeed, the
entrepreneur would be discriminated against in this process, not helpeas other people used the power of planning boards to extract goodies from
governmen.- and to discourage competition by increasing the tax and
regulatory burden on the rest of the population.
Industrial policy enthusiasts have charted a program that actually will
suppress en.repreneurialism in this count:). Paradoxically, the at, ent of
paper entrepreneurialism offers a great deal of hope to the United States
economy because it demonstrates that entrepreneurialism is not acad out
there, but very much alive. Just provide people with a few simple incentives, and they will go for it. I believe that if we continue on a course of
trying to get government out of the economy, people ill once again
redirect their energies to the private, productive sector of the economy
and away from counterproductive political activity.

Mc. Robert Friedman: When we were starting a newsletter three years
ago, we tried to figure out what to call it. Eventually we decided that the
best title was the "The ratrepreneurial Economy." We thought that was
both an accurate description and a worthwhile pi escription. This econc.
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is the most entrepreneurial economy in the world. The opportunity for
entrepreneurship is alive and well here, and we owe much of our economic

vitality to that. That was brought home very clearly wh

had the

opportunity last year to visit some European countries and to see what was
happening there.

Having said that, it seems to me the relevant question is: Are we as
entrepreneurial as we migLt be? Are we reaping the full benefits that
entrepreneurship holds for this country? My sense is that thele are some
barriers, sc .hat we arc not reaping the full benefits. I would like to discuss
five barriers that limit U.S. potential. Before going through those, however, let me just note that the role of entiepreneurship in this economy has
been growing since 1950 7ecause I have spent much of my life in the arca
job creation potential of entrepreneurship, I
of entrepreneurship a.
have pondered whether this is something that has always been going on

and we just did not realize it until David Birch supplied the numbers to
prove it, or is this a relatively new phenomenon? My sense is that the role
of entrepreneurship has grown in this country over the last 30 years. You
can e it in the business formation rates. We were forming 90,000 new
businesses a year in 1950. By 1970, :hat had gone up to 250,000 a year.
Now it i more like 600,000 to 640,00. And those are conservative
numbers.
This increase is the response of an economy being forced to changc very
rapidly reflect...g changes in resource economics, Jemographics, tech-

nologies, and U.S. entry into a global economy. New opportunities are
opened up by these changes. There is also enormous dislocation -aused by

it. And we must remember that often it is negative pushes as well as
positive pulls that trigger entrepreneurship.
To return to the five barriers. The first is the notion of who might be an

r of us carry around the notion that an entrepreneur is a white mai, -..6ineer in his mid-30s who is going to start a high
entrepreneur. T._

tech venture. Clearly, there arc many of ft.:Ise, clearly, they arc very
important. But in terms of the number of entrepreneurs and the number
of those new business starts that might fit that model, this means only a
few thousand of the 600,000 ne firms. It does not include the rate of
basiness fo, mation b:y women, fe instance, which is now increasing at
three to five times the rate of m3le entrepreneurship. I believe this is the
response of a group in the population for whom job and income opportu
nity is constricted in tne existing labor market and who thus arc searching
for an alternative way.

Potential entrepreneurs arc the "new immigrants" to the economy.
They may be dislocated workers. There is much talk about the need for
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creative responses to plart closings. For the most part we talk about
retraining; we talk about severance pay; we talk about relocation; we talk
about counseling. The problem is that in many communities there are few

jobs. We overlook the factespecially when compared with Europe
that many of the people being displaced from their jobs are themselves
the best source of new economic vitality in their communities.
There are examples of cc ,npany towns in Europe where the company
has shut down, and deprived the community of its entire job base, but
where the seeds of renewal were found in cultivating the entrepreneurial
potential of the people who lost their jobs. They replaced 20 or 30 percent

of those jobsin Sweden as many as 65 percent of the job baseby
:ultivating the latent entrepreneurial potential of the people who were
left. And that is something that we do not do very well. Much potential is
lost because dislocated workers are not considered entrepreneurs.
We talk about the youth employment problem. My favorite example
how a youth enterprise can arise happened here in Washingtonrun by
Kimi Gray at Kenilworth Parks;de public housing complex. She found
:hat some kids in hcr housing complex were running a PCP ring. She
called them in and gave them just two options. "Either I'm going to bust
you, or you can sell chocolate - lip cookies." It was what might be called
entrepreneurship by necessity. They chose the second option. It cost $600
to buy a cart and to buy the ingredients to get going, but the kids paid that
back in a few weeks. They will market them at the entries to the 3ubway. I
am sure they will do fairly well.
So I think we need to broaden our sense of who can be an entrepreneur.

It is widening, but it is still a restrictive definition that misses many
Jpportunities.
The second barrier concerns the income-maintenance system. Fifty-one
million people in this country receive benefits under one or more Jf the
income maintenance programs. unemployment compensation, Social Security, AFDC, general assistance. The system was designed to support a
few people on a temporary basis. The nature of the "social contract" was.
"We will support you as long as you do not seek training, as long as you do

not work, as long as of all things you do not try to create a business of
your own or try to employ yourself."
That system has turned many of the people with the greatest possibilities for achieving self-sufficiency into welfare cheats, when in fact they
should be local heroes. I have collected some case studies of people
receiving weVare, unemploy ment compensation, or Social Security who
started bus:nessesoften quite successful ones, while they were receiving
benefits. They are quintessential welfare cheats. They will not often allow
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me to use their stories for two reasons. One is that they do not waat to be
identified, because the stigma of welfare is still strong. And second, what
they did was technically illegal and they could be plosecuted.
Is that really a set of incentives and disincentiv that serves our larger
purpose? Is it in their interest, or in the interest : society, to view those
who use welfare to get established in business as little more than cheats?
That attitude helps to keep the welfare rolls growing and the costs of the

system risingand it inhibits attempts at self-sufficiency on the part of
the dependent population.

This morning Carol Steinbach described what the British and the
French do with their unemployment compensation and welfare systems.
In effect they say, "Look. If you want to try to become self-employed, you
Lan continue to receive benefits"in the French case, in a lump sum. By

taking this attitude, 250,000 businesses have been established in five
years, creating roughly 400,000 jobs in a labor market 40 percent the size

of that of the U.S. There may be similar latent pctential for creating a
proportional million jobs in the American economy.
The third barrier concerns business assistance. Again, we seem to be
training people .3 take jobs, not to make jobs. We need instead to make it
possible for people to have access to assistance when they take a business
idea to the marketplace. The Women's Economic Development Corporation in Minneapolis is one of the best models of what can be done. It is
designed to help low-income women start businesses. The Corporation has
been operating for 15 months, and 700 women have come to them. Twothirds of these women have family incomes under $12,000; one-fifth of

them are current or for.aer welfare recipients. Ninety-three new businesses have started, and 144 haw. expanded. To make it work they have
reduced business plans to 12 one-page sheets. NON4 I am used to dealing
with business plans with numbers and I find most of the business plan-

ning manuals exclusive and intimidating. But the Corporation talks a
language that is not exclusive. If a low-income womar, hears the word
entrepreneurship, she often shares the mainstream image that is, a

white male engineerrather than h.,iself. WEDC therefore talks in
terms of self-employment.
The fourth is seed capital. Virtually all initial financing for businesses

in this country comes froal personal savings ,)r the savings of friends,
families, and associates. Such t.nancing is essentially a bet on people, not
....det on a business plan. That is a financing system that works %,-) well on

the whole arguably too well in we.lthy communities. But it does not
work that well in low-income communities, nor does it work out well in
communities hit by firli. closings. The $500 needed to buj the roses to sell
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on Valentine's Day is not available because, to the extent that tnere is that
informal lending network, it has to be used for children's needs, not for
businesses.
,

The fifth barrier concerns a slightly different area of capitalexpansion finance and debt finance for profitable, growing firms. There are
many studies on this, and it is hard to present an airtight case that there is
a barrier. But I have heard too many stories or businesses that could not
get the expansion finance they needed to think there is not a problem. At a

crucial time in its expansion, even Wang Laboratories could not find a
single private bank :n the State of Massachusetts that would finance its
development.

I recently was reading an NFIB study that asked the NFIB member.,hip whether they thought there were financing barriers. What struck me

in that studywhich concluded generally that there was net a capital
market gap was that it was precisely the small percentage of firms who
said they were growing rapidly who also had financing problems. Those
are the ones we should care most about.
This phenomenon makes it clear that we need to-distinguish entreprerieurship aild the entrepreneurial process from the size of business. When
.

,

I look at Roger Smith and Steven Jobs or the two welfare women in
Minneapolis who started a business for which Land 0' Lakes, Ocean
Spray, and two other major marketers are now vying for marketing rights,

I see many more similarities than I do differences. In companies of
tremendously different sizes, the process is basically the same. The bottom line is that we in the U.S. are very entrepi eleurial, but there is still
work involved in reaping its full benefits.
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Mr. William J. Dennis: Providing an overview of the day's proceedings in
a few minutes is at best a difficult task. However, if we understand that

the degree of entrepreneurship in any society is a function of culture,
information, and opportunity, then we have a framework from which to
organize the day's discussion and our thoughts.
The United States is blessed with an entrepreneurial culture. American
attitudes and values support entrepreneurial endeavor not only in terms
of direct social approval, but by providing reasonable "rules of the game"
under which to operate. David Birch emphasized the importance of the
culti..al basis of entrepreneurship, particularly in contrast to European
wcieties whose values both directly and indirectly frequently strait-jacket
entrepreneurial!) bent people. Ronald She lp made a similar point arguing

that, beyond egregious public policy, encouragement and approval of
entreprcneurial acti,,ity is the stimulant. And Bob Brockhaus outlined the
complexity of entrepreneurial motivation mentioning difficulties "outsiders" often have in dealing with the entrepreneurial personality.
Though the importance of culture was often noted, there was no discussion of public policy initiatives to enhance entrepreneurial values. Perhaps, no one believed there are any. Or, perhaps such initiatives are so
long term and so indirect, they are not worth noting here. I do not feel that

is the case. In fat, public initiatives in support of an entrepreneurial
culture may have sufficient substance for a conference to itself. Education issues, immigration issues, and the value of plain old fashioned cheer-

leading might be featured.

The second organizational theme is information. While we do not
normally think of entrepreneurship in terms of information, that is a
serious omission. The afternoon's first panel made clear the importance of
information to entrepreneurial development as did Israel Kirzner in an
indirect manner earlier in the day.
The issue of an information policy was raised by She lp. For example, he
noted the policy-related problems of the service and information indus

tries, such as their lack of coverage in international trade agreements.
These and a host of related matters are important issues, whether or lot
onc agrees with Shelp's proposal for a national conference.
The more traditional view of information held by many, if not most,
small business owners was expressed by Bob Tollison. Collection of information entails a cost, muzli of it focused on the respondent. Such
respondent burden, L'own as the paper-work problem, has generally held
nt.gative connotations often because of imbalances between value of information provided and value of information used. Larry Moss focuaed (v.
, nother aspect of information collection ar lissemination, that is, the
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inadvertent disclosure of circumstantially-relevant information. This fundamental question involved trade-offs between public information and

proprietary rights. Neither of these broad issue areas arc new, nor arc
such questions as patent mnd copyrights. But as the entrepreneurial revolution has given information an increasing value, the policy issues related
to it have take on added meaning.

I am surprised that no one mentioned the personal computer in this
context, although I do believe I heard Steve Jobs's name mentioned.
Finally, there was the questiou of opportunity. Our speakers seemed to
agree that there was considerable opportunity for entrepreneurial endeavor in the United States. Beyond that point of consensus, however, the
question quickly became "how do we as a society expand our opportunity?"

Two strains of thought emerged. One was typified by Kiizner and by
Dick McKenzie. While they approached their presentations much differently, each suggested that entrepreneurial development is restrained by
governmental intervention. For example, Kirzner argued that searching
for ormortunities and knowing others arc also doing so was the heart of
entrepreneurship. Establishing boundaries limits the search. Congressman Tom Delay provided a pc-sonal perspective of a businessman turned
legislator who saw his own industry attempt to limit entry through public

intervention. In contrast, Carol Steinbachand particularly Bob
Friedman suggested that not only can governmental intervention play
an important role in stimulating entrepreneurial development, but that
specific targets should be identified and means developed to assist their
entry into entrepreneurial activity. Both expressed keen interest in the
possibility of entrepreneurship as a direct vehicle to combat poverty.
Illustrating these divergent paths, Steinbach provided a description of
many European initiatives to promote entrepreneurial development. Most

of these initiatives, largely alien to the American experience, involved
specific governmental activities that focused on specific population targets, notably the unemployed. In sharp contrast, Katsuro Sakoh emphasized that the economic resurgence of Japan following the devastation of
World War II was the direct result of a disequilibrium created by the
War. The War broke traditional commercial barriers, some legal, some

social. The result was creation of an environment permitting current
Japanese successes.
From an historian's perspective, Albro Martin believes there is as much

opportunity available today as there has been at any time in American
history. He does not accept the ma that the age of opportunity has long
since vanished. This raises a series of very interesting questions which
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were not addressed: Why the outburst of entrepreneurial activity in the
1970s? What stimulated this outburst? Was there a particular catalyst?
Tom Gray argued that the great economic value of small business and
entrepreneurs is their ability to adjust rapidly. Was the revolution, there-

fore, caused by the inabny of large firms to operate in a particularly
turbulent environment?
Gray made turbulence, uncertainly, and disequilibrium a central part
of his presentation, but Birch and She lp also mentioned it in the context of

employment policy. McKenzie used the idea of change as a central
argument to his thesis 0-at government cannot plan and directly aid
development of entrepregeurs.
It has been a good day. But perhaps the major disappointment in a one
day conference is the number of questions raised and for reasons of time
left unaddressed. Hopefully, those questions win be addressed at a later
point.

Dr. Stuart Butler: My perspective is slightly mtlel -nt from that of Mr.
Dcnnis. He strtssed many of the themes that he saw running through the
discussions today. I will try to suggest some of the specific policy implication5 of thc day's proceedings. Congressman De Lay showed us his busy
schedule. That should bring to our attention the fact that most people in
the Congress and the Administration are always faccd with the situation
of being unable personally to evaluate data that may be critically relevant
to their decisions. Organizations like The Heritage Foundation and the
National Federation of Independent Business mr herefore distill the
facts and point to their implications so that political decisions are made
with the best information.
With this in mind, two or three points gave me some food for thought,

and they will affect our work in the future. I would preface those by
noting that, among thc decisions mad, in Congress tficse days, a very high

proportion deals with economic growth and job crcation. So it is a great
concern to all of us involved in public policy just how little Congress and
the typical voter understand about what makes entrepreneurs tick, and
hence, where jobs come froio.
This lead me to my first policy conclusion, namely, that it is very
important to give as wide publicity as possible to the findings of people

like David Birchpeople who have studied intensively where jobs are
coming from. The results of this work are vita, to the policy process. And
this should give us some concern about how policy will be developed, sincu
if, as Birch says, small business entrepreneurs tend to be averse to dealing
with bureaucracies and filling in forms, then it becomes very difficult for
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govcrnment to hclp thcm. Idcas likc national industrial policy requirc
peopls in gove-nment to deal in a frank and easy manncr with thc pcople
creating jobs. So -Iiat tykle of policy is not likcly to bc vcry cflcctivc in
stimulating cntrcprcncurship.
If jobs do comc principally from thc small busincss scctor, thcrc is
anothcr piccc of bad ncws. And that is that it is big that counts most in
Washington. it is gcncrally thc lar scctors in the socicty- -including
thosc within thc busincss community that havc the biggest clout whcn it
.7onics to policy dccisions in Washington. NFIB has becn a partial antidotc. but it is still an uphill strugglc for thc small busincssman to bc hcard
in thc corridors of powcr. Thus wc should havc a somcwhat pcssimistic
%kw of our ability cvcr to be ablc to get a sct of policics that actually fit
the reality of whcrc jobs and cntcrprisc comc from.

Bob Fricdman rr-ntioncd a vcry impoiiant aspcct of thc wholc issuc
when hc emphasi7
at you find cnIrcprcncurship in thc most unusual
placcs. EntrcprcncL lip involvcs a lo morc than middle class and rich
peoplc. That is also a sourcc of somc prohlcms, ..)incc it is vcr, difficult to
gct dccisionmakcrs in Washington to rccognizc the potcntial of cntrcprc
neurship in low-incomc ncighborhoods. Thcy tcnd to bc skcptir...2I of proposals that rcst on that assumption. So it is important that policy makers
hcar thc cicar mc.sagc from this confcrcncc that thr stcrcotypc of cmre-

prencurs bc changcd and that Congas rccognize that cnticprcncurship
does in fact sprcad much widcr than is commonly thought.
Anothcr point rcicvant to public policy concerns thc wholc issuc that
Isracl Kirzncr dcvclopcd the critical importancc of compctition as a
method of making people opcn thcir cycs and look ovcr thcir shoulders.
Compctition is a %hal stimulus cncouraging entrcprcneurship. But onc
look at thc nature of policy making, particularly on Cap:tol W., makcs it
cicar that incumbcncy tcnds to win out That is true in political cicctions.
and it is also true in dccisions about cntcring markcts. Thcrc is always a
tendcncy for incumbcnts to be succcssful in using thc law to shut out
competition. Thcre is basic tcr...ion in thc public policy area bctwcen thc
compctition and thc prcssurc excri.7d by incumbcncy.
A final issuc has percolated throughout this confcrencc. What do you
do to help entrcprcncurs? Therc was much less conscnsus about how to
hep it ihan therc was about thc nature of cntrcprencurship itsclf. Taxation? David Birch was skcptical about thc importuncc of subdc tax
changcs in encouraging cntrcprcncurship dccisions, partit.ularly thc basit.
decision of whcthcr tc go into busincss or not. Thc relationship bctwcen
taxation and entreprcacurship is by no mcans crystal cicar.
A relatcd issuc is capital. Again thcrc is dccp division about not onl1
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the need for capital but also about how to provide capital in a way that
does not distort or destroy the entire entrepreneurial process. Government
at many levels is attempting to channel money to entrepreneurs. But
somehow th: entrepreneurs often seem to get lost in the process, and the
result is often rather different from that desired. The whole issue of

training is also controversialto what extent entrepreneurs can be

trained. In particular, can somebody from a bureaucracy, or from a larger
corporat.on for that matter, train people to behave in a way that in a real
sense, is quite alien to the 'educator's" own attitudes?
So what can we do to encourage entrepreneurs? Maybe I am showing
it
my conservative prejudices, but I think that, if there is a single message,
should
put
more
is that perhaps we should not do anythingor at least we

of our efforts into removing barriers that frustrate entrepreneurship.
Once we start to help, we begin to run into trouble.
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